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New York Bath OWners to Promote Safe Sex

By Sue Hyde
NEW YORK - Acknowledg- m1ss1on for Coalition represen- made readily available, extra
ing the p_o tential dangers in tatives to monitor the baths for she~ts and . towels were there for
government
intervention, compliance.
the asking, and pencils and slips
members of this city's gay and lesVirginia Apuzzo of the Na- of paper were available for sex
bian community and owners of tional Gay Task Force and Tim partners to exchange names and
about half the city's bathqouses Sweeney of Lambda Legal phone numbers.
are working together to promote Defense and Education Fund were
Stoddard said the staff will
safe sex in the baths to reduce on hand· to facilitate the. meeting. begin this week to distribute an
both the risk of AIDS and the risk Baths sending representatives · envelope to each patron containwere the Everard, the St. Marks, ing a sealed condom arid a small
of forced closure or police raids.
At a meeting in early February, East Side Sauna, Ansonia, Sauna, card enumerating safe sex guiderepresentatives -0f the Coalition and Wall St. Sauna; failing to lines. The cards also have space
for Sexual Responsibility, a six- send representatives were the Bar- for recording names and numbers
rponth-old group of concerned racks, Beacori, Broadway Arms, of sex partners. The envelopes
gay and lesbian activists, and Mt. Morris, and Northern Men's · bear the inscription, "The contents could save your life." ·
owners of six of the 11 gay Sauna and Health Club.
Apuzzo, Sweeney, and David
While Stoddard and his five colbathhou~es in the city met to
-Nimmons, chair of the Coalition leagues earned high pr·aise for
discuss safe sex in the baths.
Efforts are underway to hold a for Sexual Responsibility, all said ~ their willingness to institute Coalisecond meeting which, it is hoped, the bathhouse owners who came - tion suggesitons, the _five · absent
will include those owners who fail- to the meeting were interested in owners cause.ct concern. David
ed to attend the first. And one promotj,ng safe sex in their clubs Nimmons told GCN, that
bath owner is attempting to and willing to comply with Coali- "everybody's got to play this
organize a meeting for bathhoqse tion requests. At some game. If not all the baths are [imowners only.
'
bathhouses, many of the sugges- plementing the guiqelines], it's not
The Coalition had . called the tions had already been im- fair to ask the others' to do it."
February 11 meeting to present pfemented.
Nimmons suggested that
According to Jack Stoddard of economic pressure could be
the owners a list of requests, including visible safe sex posters and the St. Marks Baths, staff hung brought_ to bear on bathhouse
literature; free condoms and li- posters offering medical advice on owners who refuse to comply or
quid soap; elimination of glory AIDS risk reduction a year ago. In simply will not participate in the
holes; increased lighting levels; addition, the light levels were in- discussions. "Noncompliers have
free on-site VD testing; and per- creased, safe sex ·literature was got to understand that there is a

cost to noncompliance .... If they
continue t,o not get [the message],
there's not much of an excuse for
them to continue to be patronized."
Charles Vozzi of the East Side
Sauna has taken on the job of
contacting the no-shows. He is
organizing a meeting only for bath
owners to be held at the end of
March. "I want to find out how
serious everyone is about this,''
Yozzi told GCN. "If people are
serious _then we can see to it that
we all subscribe to, the guidelines
of the Calition."
Vozzi said the bathhouse
owners' group could make quantity purchases of supplies, share information and ideas, and, work to

solve problems together. He exp res s ed support for the
Coalition's suggestion and said he
didn't know why some bath
owners failed to attend the initial
meeting. But he hopes that his
proposed first-ever meeting for
bath owners will -sow the seeds for
an owners' association.
Michael Callen, a -member of
the Coalition for Sexual Responsibility and a founding member of
People with AIDS-New York, has
called for governmental involvement in the regulation of the
baths. In an article which ap-·
peared in the March 12 issue of
the Village Voice, Callen · asserts
that sex clubs are businesses, not
Continued on page 3

600 Women Rally
Against the CIA

Censorship or civil rights?

Feminists Divided Over
L~A.'s-Anti-Porn Measure
By Donna Turley
LOS ANGELES - In a divided
community feminists are hastily
organizing while the ~oard of
Supervisors of Los Angeles County is preparing to vote on an ordinance which would make pornography a violation of women's
civil rights. The proposed law is
styled after the controversial Minneapolis ordinance written by
Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin. The measure narrowly missed ratification at the
end of February after · a public
hearing and was instead sent to the
county attorney for review of implementation feasibility. The new
vote will be taken on March 26.
The legislation was initiated by
the Los Angeles County Commission for Women. The Commission
started researching the possibility
of extending existing obscenity
and pornography laws about a
year ago. According to Dr. Betty
Rosenstein, immediate past president of the Commission, the
organization failed to come up
with an adequate definition 9f
pornography until the Minneapolis ordinance was brought to
their attention. MacKinnon, who
is a visiting professor at UCLA's
law school this year, offered ~o
redefine the edict to avoid the constitutional problems · encountered
elsewhere. The current pending
version has a more narrow definition of pornography than earlier
drafts, and provisions which allow
a complainant to bypass administrative agenc'ies and go
directly to court with her sµit.
Feminists in the community who
are against the measure learned
that it was being considered only
after it was sent to the county at• torney. Betty Brooks, a wellknown feminist activist who is
organizing the Los Angeles
chapter of Feminist Anti-

dication we had that something
was going on was a recent editorial
in the newspaper about how_the
American Civil_ Liberties Union
(ACLU) is wrong on this issue."
She described organizing efforts
against the bill as "like running a
220 and being a lap behind. We
didn't get started until last week."
In response to various charges
that the bill was kept secret and
nobody was given- a chance to
testify against it, Rosenstein from
the Commission said, ''This was
not an orchestrated thing . . The
agenda for the Board meetings are
always published. Minutes of the
hearings are public property. The
Commission did not ask anyone to
testify.'' She told GCN that
MacKinnon, . attorney Gloria
Alred and film director Peter
Bogdonavich testified for the
measure and two people testified
against it. The Board of Supervisors failed to return calls from
GCN for verification about opposing testimony.
Joan Howarth, one of the early
organizers of Women Against
Violence Against Women
(WAVA W) now organizing with
FACT-LA against the legislation ,
told GCN that many who were involved in the early WAVA W
movement are not part of the antipornography movement which
grew out of WAVA W. ''What we
were trying todo in the beginning
was very different. Our focus was
on mainstream images. The
strategy was to create a climate- in
which to educate us all to understand and critique violence against
women in our culture that wasn't
anti-sexuality."
Howarth said that femipists
working against anti-pornography
ordinances have used censorship
arguments more than sexuality
ones because in a situation which
Censorship Taskforce (FACT- demands fast action, it is difficult
LA), told' GCN that "the first in- to focus on sexuality. Using

feminist literature as an example
of something which could get censored "is the easiest way to convince feminists ·. . . especially in
the light of a lot of uneducated
support" for the bill, she said.
Brooks agrees that the real issue
is women's sexuality. She said,
· "Sexuality is being used to force
women back into the traditional
role, which means that any kind of
sexual ·expression outside of marriage is considered pornographic
and perverted. What is being confused are gender issues and sexuality issues and feminists need to
talk to one another rather than
legislate through patriarchal institutions."
However, Rosenstein claims
that ''this is a civil rights issue, not
a censorship issue at all." To explain her position she said that she
visualized a giant "P" with ;:ill the
problems of women hanging on
strings from the "P". "Every problem of women is a subset of pornography. So long as we allo·w
pornography to foster an environment where women are exploited
as victims of sexual terrorism, then
we are never going to solve the problems .of women.''
Howarth, a staff attorney with
the ACLU in Southern California,
said that if the bill is passed, the
ACLU plans to immediately file a
lawsuit challenging its constitu. tionality. If enaeted, Los Angeles
County will become the only place
in the nation with such legislation
in effect. Similar acts were
defeated in Minneapolis and Suffolk County last year. The law was
approved in Indianapolis but was
later declared unconstitutional by
the Indiana state court. In California, comparable measures are pending in the state senate and in the
city of San Diego.
- filed from Boston

Women march on the CIA in San Francisco

By International Women's
Day Demonstration
Committee
SAN FRANCISCO - Over
600 women marched to the CIA
headquarters here on Inte;national Women's Day, 1985,
spilling into the streets of the
financial district. Angry
chants,. drums, and noisem a k er s filled the air;
demonstrators carried a giant
Sandinista flag, while •other
women carried tall puppets
representing the CIA and US
Army advisors.
A women's percussion band,
Sistah Boom, led the march off
to the first stop on the tour of
the financial district, General
Electric, which makes nuclear
warheads and components for
the MX missile. As the ,march
wound towards GE, women
dropped a large banner from an
overhead walkway, exposing
the fact that GE makes m0re
than lightbulbs.
The next stop was Eli Lilly
Corporation, maker of DES, a
drug causing cervical cancer
and stillbirths for a generation
of daughters · born to women
who had taken the drug during
pregnancy. Another huge banner unfurled.
Women threw hundreds of
coat hangers on trees and
shrubs, in remembrance of
thousands of women who died
each year when abortiops were
illegal. A large papier mache
coat hanger, symbolizing backalley abortions, was burned as
the crowd chanted, "Our

bodies, our lives; our right to
decide." Demonstrators also
denounced United ]'echnologies, housed in the same ·
skyscraper, which makes
engines for the C-47 planes that
daily drop US bombs on
liberated zones in El Salvador.
The crowd paused briefly to
target the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS),
which re·cently arrested and
deported 60 El Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees, returning them to likely death in their
homelands. Support was also
expressed for the sanctuary
movement and its workers, two
of whom were recently sentenced to 15 and three years in
in prison, respectively.
The march culminated at the
CIA offices, where a children's
contingent hung up a banner
proclaiming "Kids Hate War."
Women called for reproductive
freedom, an end to violence
against women, and an end to
compulsory heterosexuality.
Some women 'left bloody handprints on the doorway of the
headquarters office to symbolize refusal to tolerate the
torture and repression inflicted •
by the CIA.
The march clo~ed with a rally
at a nearby park, with speakers
from the anti-psychiatry movement and a local feminist
health clinic defense committee. The women affirmed a
Continued on page 3
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. News N o t e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - quote of the week
"Toleration of homosexuality goes without saying as a moral and even spiritual imperative. But gay
rights - as with other kinds of new movements which
wrap themselves in the flag of rights, like the radical
wing of the women's movement - is a call not for
toleration at all, but for social legitimation. And indeed for preferential treatment. That I oppose ... the
assault on the family is fired by fundamentally
. ·
nihilistic passions."
-:- Norman Podh~retz, editor of Commentary
magazine, soon to begm a weekly column for the
Boston Herald.
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appeal granted in prison censorship of
gay books, but...

PHILADELPHIA - The Regional Director of the
Valerie Terrigno, this
WEST HOLLYWOOD
Federal Bureau of Prisons, Z. Stephen Grzegorek, has
newly-incorporated city's lesbian mayor, is being investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation on · granted permission for prisoners at Allenwood
Federal Prison Camp to receive 11 publications with
the basis of allegations that she mishandled federal
gay/lesbian content previously rejected by the Allenfunds while directing a social service organization.
According to the Los Angeles Times, federal of- wood Superintendent, D.T. Lansing.
In a letter dated February 15, 1985, to Stefan
ficials are looking into Terrigno's actions as head of
Presser, the Legal Director of the Ameri·can Civil
Crossroads Counseling Service, an organization that
Liberties Union of Pennsylvania, Grzegorek accepted
folded last December, apparently due to lack 9f
funds. Crossroads was formed in 1982 to provide job the 11, but confirmed the rejection of Shuttlecock by
Phil Andros. Grzogorek said the latter ''contains sexcounselling services and emergency housing to low
ually explicit material which by its nature and content
income persons, including lesbians and gay men in
poses a ,threat to the . security, good order and
Hollywood and areas surrounding Los Angeles.
Accordjng to the Washington Blade, a statement discipline of the prison camp at Allenwood. The book
,
released February 7 by Terrigno's office says, "I do 'i s repleat with description ·of explicit homosexual oral
not believe I have done anything to warrant an in- and anal encounters. We cannot permit Shuttlecock
unmarried hets get okay on sex
RICHMOND, VA - Virginia laws prohibiting un- vestigation." Terrigno resigned as director of Cross- to be received at Allenwood."
The 12 publications, in~luding the ACLU's handmarried, consenting heterosexual men and women roads last September to become a candidate for West
. book, The Rights of Gay People, had been sent to an
from living together and having sex were declared un- Hollywood's City Council.
West Hollywood elected a city cG>uncil of five last Allenwood prisoner in December 1984 by Giovanni's
constitutional late last month by a Federal Judge, acfall, three of whom are openly gay or lesbian. Ter- Room, Philadelph1a's lesbian, feminist and gay men's
cording to the Washington Post.
District Judge Robert Merhige Jr. said the laws rigno, one of the three, was chosen by the other coun- bookstore. The ACLU represented Giovanni's Room
·
in appealing the rejections.
on heterosexual acts were in violation of an in- cilors to serve as the city's first mayor.
conforms with
decision
Director's
Regional
The
dividual's right to pri~acy, were too broad, and should
the Federal Bureau of Prisons' guidelines allowing
not be enforced. Records indicate at least eight argay material that is not sexually explicit, but rejecting
rests on "fornication" charges in Richmond since
gay material that is sexually explicit. Non-gay sexual1982.
ly explicit material is allowed.
laws
the
challenged
The unmarried couple who
too many gay complaints?
ACLU Legal Director Stefan Presser said that the
said in affidavits that the fear of prosecution had.led
SAN FRANCISCO -The Office of Citizen Com- ACLU is involved in a case in Washington, D.C., that
"to
right
the
on
intruded
and
sex
from
the to abstain
plaints (OCC) here has dismissed hundreds of cases; would end discrimination against sexually explicit
happiness as a single person."
many df which concern anti-gay discrimination,
·
The decision does not directly affect laws pro- because it cannot handle the backlog, according to gay material.
Giovanni's Room partner Ed Hermance noted
hibiting homosexual acts or prostitution, according the Bay Area Reporter. Many people who had filed ·
to Bert Newborne, national legal director of the comolaints about police misconduct have received that heterosexual video pornography is displayed by
American Civil Liberties Union, but the ruling "sets up letter from OCC dire'ctor Frank J. Schober informing vendors at conferences for federal prison officials
and questioned whether lesbian scenes for straight
an argument" against use of Virginia's sodomy them that their cases were closed.
·
men's consumption are included in the federal prostatute against homosexuals.
Robert Bryant, a gay man who received a dis- hibipon of sexually explicit gay material.
missal notice on December 28, believes "It's really an
administrative way of circumventing the law."
Bryant's formal complain,t says he and a friend were .
detained for jaywalking on March 16, 1984, called
no outside spies
"faqqots" by the police officers detaining them, jailed squat, press, lift
The new seven-member for five hours and later charged with drunkenness
SAN FRANCISCO
. BOSTON - The South End Gym sponsored the
Health Commission here has ruled that the city's although never given a sobriety test.
fourth Amazon-Adonis Powerlifting Meet on SaturHealth Department must withdraw its request for
day, March 2. Susan Cayouette won the women's dM$10,000 to employ undercover "investigators" in the
sion with a 255 lb. squat, 115 lb. bench press and 330
baths, according to the New York Native.
lb. dead lift at 139 lbs. bodyweight.
However, the ruling allows the Health DepartPeter Vuono won the men's division with a squat
ment to use its own employees as spies.
of 510 lbs., bench of 300 lbs. and deadlift 575 lbs. at
John Wahl of the Committee for Sexual and Civil if this is justice...
, 207 lbs. bodyweight.
Liberties and Mobilization Against AIDS suggested
Larry Ball set a new drug-free Massachusetts
WASHINGTON, DC -The Jus_tice Department's
that "the money spent by the city on [spying] could
Rights Division filed suit on March 11 charging record of 330 lbs. in the bench press.
Civil
better be spent on e.ducating gay and bisexual men on
that the Di,strict of Columbia Fire Department's affirsafe sex practices."
mative action program discriminated against white
court
under
remains
The Health Department
people by giving preference to people of color in proorder to monitor the sex activities in the baths.
motions, according to the Boston Globe. The suit is
the latest in a series of suits aimed at dismantling af- responding to discrimination
firmative action program programs across the counBOSTON - A group of gay a·nd lesbian activists
try.
is undertaking a project to E.locument racial and sexThe suit is also in line with a June 1984 Supreme ual discrimination at Boston-area gay and lesbian
Cuban refugees's status clarified by
Court decision that white firefighters in Memphis, bars. Henry Chinn of the Black Men's Association
·
immigration service
Tenn. could not be laid off to protect jobs held by less
said that he, Ann Maguire, the mayoral liaison to the
WASHINGTON, DC - The Immigration and senior Black. firefighters.
El
The Administration complaint said that the gay/lesbian community, and representatives of
Naturalization Services has formally assured
de
homosexuals
y
lesbianas
de
Latino
Comite
pattern
a
"constitute[s]
program
Columbia
of
District
representatives of two gay/lesbian organizations that
Boston, and Black & White Men Together had a
Cuban refugees who entered the United States as · and practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of the ·
to organize the documentation of discriminameeting
candidates
and
employment
for
applicants
all
of
right
part of the Mariel boatlift and_were identified as gay
as well as a systematic response to it.
bars,
at
tion
or lesbian by others will not be excluded from the U.S. for promotion to equal employment opportunities
that while the organizing is in its insaid
Chinn
Department."
Fire
Columbia
of
District
the
within
based on that initial information alone.
group has tentatively proposed a
the
stages,
itial
The District of Columbia Fire Department curA number of Cubans were identified as homosolicit the help and support of
approach:
three-prong
ofBlack
494
only
and
officers
white
780
has
rently
were
They
States.
sexual upon arriving in the United
the goal of establishing a
with
organizations
other
unaware of U.S. immigration -laws forbidding the en- ficers although Black people make up approximately
data on the incidence of disgather
effort;
multi-racial
population.
district's
the
of
percent
64
for
qut
singled
were
Cubans
try of homosexuals. Gay
crimination by setting up a hotline to receive comexpulsion as part of the boatlift.
plaints; take steps to change bar policies through
~n a letter to Jeff _Levi, Washington Represennegotiation or filing formal complaints with the city
tative of the National. Gay Task Force, and Craig
Licensing Board or organizing community boycotts.
Howel't, Immigration Project Coordinator of the Gay
For the moment, the ad ,hoc committee on bar
Rights National Lobby, INS Deputy Assistant Comdiscrimination is seeking endorsements from other
missioner R. Michael Miller said: "This Service marielitos quarantined in cuba
HAVANA - Terrified and ill-informed about groups and individuals who are interested in working
realizes that due. to a variety of reasons, some
to volunteer,
'Marielitos' were erroneously identified ·as being AIDS, Cuban officials are holding Cuban refugees be- with the committee. For information or
Maguire at
Ann
or
353-0719
at
Chinn
Henry
contact
quaranin
U.S.
the
from
island
the
to
homosexual during initial interviews which occurred ing sent back
725-3307.
tine, according to the Chicago Tribune.
shortly after their arrival in the United States.
The first 23 of 2,746 refugees Cuba agreed to take
"Information contained in Service records,
although given consideration, will not be the sole back were reportedly handcuffed upon arrival in Cuba
basis to deny any alien's application for adjustment · on February 21, and were chained around the ankles.
of status, nor will extraneous documents or state- All 2,746 of the returning refugees are to be quaranoh, your honor
ments made by other persons. No alien will be con- tined indefinitely.
WASHINGTON, DC - Judge Albert 8. Fletcher ·
Cuban officials say AIDS has not yet been desidered ineligible for adjustment of status on the
the U'.S. Military Court of Appeals was convicted
of
Jr.
The
out.
it
keep
to
intend
they
and
Cuba
in
tected
or
basis. of sexual preference unless he/she makes
has made for the record an unequivocable, unam- quarantine action is apparently based on the belief on February 27 of soliciting sex from a male underthat homosexuality is widespread in U.S. prisons cover Fairfax County police officer last October, acbiguous declaration that he/she is a homosexual."
This approach is in accordance with current where some of the refugee_s have spent close to five cording to the Washington Post .
Fifteen other men were arrested during the same
. operating procedures at INS regarding entry of homo- years.
The refugees Cuba has agreed to accept for operation in what police described as a crackdown on
sexuals to the U.S. NGTF and GRNL continue to urge
gay/lesbian entrants to be discreete in their state- return are described by American officials as the homosexual activity near the Belle Haven Marina
criminals or mental patients among the 125,000 peo- south of Alexandria. Fletcher maintains he is innoments to INS officials to avoid difficulty.
pie who sailed for the U.S. from the port of Mariel in cent.
and
Levi
be,"
may
policy
this
as
"As abhorrent
Fletcher can be removed from the bench by
"
Howell said, "at least it allows most gays to enter the 1980.
Many gay men were expelled from Cuba at that .President Reagan only for "neglect of duty or malU.S. It will take a change in the immigration laws
through legislative means to completely eliminate time. U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Services feas,a nce in office or for mental or physical disability"
this unjustified singling out of gay men and lesbians laws would mandate sending openly gay Cuban according to federal law. White House ,officials had
no comment on the case.
refugees back to Cuba.
for discrimination."
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Women of Color Discuss Direction, Priorities
I

.

By Pam Mitchell
A racially mixed crowd of between 75 and a hundred people gathered in the International Lounge at Brandeis
University on March 5 for a panel discussion on ''Women of
Color in the '80s: priorities, issues and directions." Black
lesbian activist Barbara Smith delivered the.keynote speech, ·
in which she described the expanding Third World- feminist
movement and discussed some of the obstacles to that movement's continued growth, focusing in particular on racism
and homophobia.
Smith's talk was followed by brief responses from other
.members of the panel and then by questions from the audience. The other panelists were Cheryl A. BoudreauMensah, a Black gradu~te student in anthropology at
Brandeis; Jasmine Tulier of the Boston battered women's
shelter, Casa Myrna Vasquez; May Louie, organization
secretary for the Rainbow Coalition and an activist in the
Boston Chinese community; and Ora Gladstone, of Brandeis Hillel, a long-time activist currently participating in a
Jewish-Black dialogue on the· Brandeis campus.
Smith began her talk by expressing regret that the audience hadn't been able to share in the "rousing discussion"
of the evening's topic which had ensued when the panelists '
met over dinner earlier in the evening; she said that lively
discussion was another indication that "we have a movement.''

son as "a politician, ... not a progressive," who has borrowed the coalition concept.
Smith went on to quote a passage from the Black feminist
anthology Home Girls· in which Bernice Johnson Reagon
describes coalition as neither a comfortable place nor a
home, but as something participants join because if they
don't link up, they "stand to be killed." As an example of
, this, SIJ1ith cited the significant number of people of color
who have become involved in disarmament and anti-nuke
work, since the issue affects everyone's survival, though
"it's not people of color who are making .the nuclear reactors" or raiding Native American lands and trading with
South Africa for the fuel to run them; "basically, it's Protestant males" who have done so.
She added that people of color are "more likely to die today from police brutality'' than from nuclear disaster.
Smith also touched on the problems that can arise when
women from different communities of color attempt to·
overcome the barriers that have been erected between them
by racism and isolation to work together. As an example
during the question and answer period, she described
difficulties that developed at Kitchen Table: Women of Col~
or Press, an institution Smith helped found. Although in-tended as a joint effort, many women, of color have left
amid a lot of tension so that the Press is now functionally a
predominantly Black enterprise. "I . will admit my ig-

like me."
, She talked about the insensitivity and odd twist of thinking that has allowed some white people to suggest that her
chances of getting jobs are actually increased by being·Black
and female. She said she never went out of her way to be
either a radical or a feminist, but since the label of "radical
feminist" has gotten applied to her as "natural outgrowth
of wanting what I deserve," she is proud to wear the label.
Gladstone said ·her own oppression as a Jew, though not
equivalent or comparable to the experience of a person of
color in this society, "has given me some sensitivity to
others' oppression." She stressed the need to "form coalitions that are going to work," describing coalition work she

. I want to concentrate on the joyful topic of women
of color feminism and leave racism for white people ·
to discuss.
She said she wants to concentrate her energies on the norance" about other women of color, she said, and will
t..
''joyful topic'' of the creation of women of color feminism, work to overcome that i·gnorance in the interests of future
C:
"'g
and would like as much as possible to leave the topic of coalition. She said she places highest priority on such work,
racism to white people to discuss, since dealing with racism and expressed optimism that differences can be overcome.
As one case in '!Vhich homophobia could divide women of
and privilege "go with the territory" of being white. "I
don't often talk about racism anymore," she said, "because color, and one which represents a particular challenge to Barbara Smith speaking at Brandeis
it's not iny j6b. But," she added, stressing that white people Black women, Smith discussed the dilemma posed by the
U.N. End of the Women's Decade Conference scheduled to
must take anti-racist action, "these are serious times."
She reported that when the panelists compared notes occur in Kenya in July of 1985. The Kenyan government has was involved in several years ago in Boston which dissolved
about their lives in the Boston area in the dinner-table con- announced it intends to arrest any lesbians, or even any when the people of color withdr·ew in frustration.
She said recent Black/ Jewish dialogue at Brandeis has
versation before the forum, they all had a lot of stories to tell political feminists, who come to Kenya to attend the conabout the increasing poverty and racist violence in their own ference. This' is not an issue other women of color can be been very problematic, running aground around such thorcommunities. White people .must become conscious of the held accountable for, Smith said, bu_t "how are Afro- ny, "two-sided" issues as Palestine and affirmative action,
impact of racism on people's lives and must decide what ac- American women going to act,'' she asked, ''when they start but she .feels hopeful about that dialogue expanding to intions to take, not out of charity but in the interests of trying to arrest us, ... within the farriily, .. .in a country from corporate other people of color in addition to Black people.
May Louie put the struggles of people of color in the U.S. ·
"creating a decent world," Smith said. As o~ example, she which we came?" Black women have to be willing.to say,
into the context of a worldwide Third World movement. She
urged whites to consider the impact of gentrification on peo- "This is not going to wash any more."
In response to a question from the audience later, said that because of racism and national chauvinism, white
ple of color when moving into "new" (to whites)
neighborhoQ..ds. She said that at dinner she and other panel panelists discussed in more detail how the Kenyan govern- people in the U.S. are frightened by the real gains being
participants discussed how they had all been squeezed out of ment has been working to undermine the conference. There made by Third World countries, and this is part of the
·will actually· be two separate conferences, as there were in reason for the Reaganite backlash.
Boston's South End at some time.
· Smith described how women of color feminism has grown
from a few "voices crying in the wilderness" in the early '70s
to a "real movement" by the '80s. There are now large
numbers of Third World feminists "defining our own
movement," she said, "though we don't get a lot of media
coverage" from the white press. The creation of
autonomous Third World media is another sign of the vitali- 1975 and 1980 - one for official government delegations
"I will not call myself a feminist,'' Louie said, but instead
ty of the movement; she said. Leafing through the first i~sue (Maureen Reagan will head the U.S. d~legatiori) and an labels herself an "internationalist." Though she does stand
of the new women of color newspaper Between Our Selves, unofficial conference expected to draw feminist activists for the rights of women, she "stand[s] absolutely .on the
based in Washington, D.C., she asked, ''.In 1970 or 1973, from around the world. The Kenya government recently ar- . rights of nationalities" because Third World issues are "the
did I ever think I'd be holding a paper like this in my bitrarily changed the dates of the unofficial conference to definition of our lives." Communities of color as a whole
hands?"
run concurrently with the official one, meaning that issues have needs similar to women of color, including the need t o
Smith said the new movement includes many women of raised at the unofficial conference will get less attention and open up the political system, to make fundamental
color who "may not call themselves feminists but when have less potential influence on the official delegations. economic changes, and to fight for cultural and language
you're sitting in the room with them they come through." The sudden change also wreaks ha~oc with long-established rights. She said because of gerrymandering of Boston City
She said she has trouble identifying with the label of reservations and travel plans, and means many women will Council districts, "Chinese do not have a vote in Boston," and
"feminist" herself when it "includes 'white' in not be able to attend at all.
that- other communities of color are underrepresented. Affirparenthesis,'' but has no such reservations when feminism is
Smith concluded her talk by encouraging Third World mative action and comparable worth and daycare are iinporinfused with the particular worldview and priorities of Black gay men and lesbians to continue working . against tant issues for all people in communities of color. Boston's
homoijhobia both inside and outside of communities of col- Asian community fs in a particular crisis now because the
feminism, or Third World feminism.
When speaking of "Third World feminism," Smith or. She said that because of heavy pressure from Gil Gerald garment industry, the major employer of Asian-America-n
stressed that it must be regarded as one noun, one entity and the National Coalition of Black Gays, Jesse Jackson working-class women, has been leaving the region . While an
the words "Third World" are not just optional adjectives was pushed to talk about gay issues and even _to say the organized response within the community has helped many
modifying (white) feminism. She said that Third World words - not just gay, she noted, but lesbian as well - at the unemployed Asians find work in the many new hotels being
feminism includes a "multi-issue perspective. " The concept Democratic Convention, and that kind of pressure and en- built in Boston, these are mostly seasonal, minimum-wage
of "manifold and simultaneous oppressions"-:- that som~- couragement must contin1Je.
,
jobs.
In their brief statements, other panelists referred to
Referring to Smith's remarks about gentrification, Louie
one who is a member of more than one oppressed group will
experience those multiple oppressions at the same time and Smith '. s remarks about homophobia only briefly and anec- said new plans to "develop" areas near Chinatown and the
inseparably and will have particular insight and perspective dotally. Tulier opened by telling about how she had been Black neighborhoods in the Dudley area of Roxbury need an
because of this :__ has been "the crux" of the theoretical raised hy nuns and had been ignorant about gayness until a -r- organized response; "the fact that we let the South End go
contribution of Third World feminists.
coworker named Gloria came out to her and educated her was the beginning of the end of Roxbury," she said.
Though Third World feminists have gotten little credit or about it. A few minutes . later, Gladstone quipped, "My
During the question-and-answer period, a white woman
media attention for it, Smith said, it was actually women of Gloria was a Susan!" and told a similar story.
thanked the panel for "teaching me more about the lives of
color who began discussing the concept of coalition later exThe response to Smith's remarks about Third World women of color in one evening than I've learned during my
emplified "very publicly" by the rainbow coalitions of Mel · feminism and racism were more detailed, however. Boudreau- whole time at Brandeis." Barbara Smith stressed that as an
King and Jesse Jackson. While she praised King as a radical Mensah appreciated the people of color in the,audience, autonomous Third World feminist movement develops,
, and activist who has acknowledged women of color and . since she said that as an academic she "spends most of my
"we determine the agenda," and women of color will parhelped move their work forward, Smith characterized Jack- time looking\nto crowds and not seeing anyone who looks
ticipate in greater and greater n1,1mbers.

People ·of color are more likely (o die today from
police brutality than from nuclear disaster.

NY Baths
Continued/tom page I
gay community organizations,
and can be appropriately treated as
such. "Three years into this epidemic," Callen writ:es, "free condoms and safer-sex education
materials are not routinely handed
to each and every patron as he
enters. This is, of course, a scandal which justifies threats of
license revocation ."
Both mayor Ed Koch and City

Health Commissioner David ment stick its nose in. QovernSencer say they oppose forced mental intervention opens us up to
closure of the baths. But Callen all kinds· of abuses on the civil
told GCN that only closure threats rights front," Tim Sweeney of
will bring about a uniform Lambda said.
Sweeney described sex educaresponse. "If both the state and
the city say, 'We will never close tion efforts in the baths as a way
the bathhouses,' then where is the ''to reach men who don't think of
motivation for owners to deal themselves as gay and, therefore,
don't perceive any risk for themwith their negligence?"
· But others take a dim view of selves in certain sexual practices."
governmental intervention. "The He said bath owners need help
whole point here is that it's much , and funding to implement the
better for the community to deal Coalition's suggestions. "God
with it than having the govern- knows . nobody in this society

knows how to go about doing sex
education.''
David Nimmons expressed confidence that the Coalition's 15
members represent a cross-section
of opinions on bathhouse sex.
"We raised questions ourselves
about whether we had the moral
and political authority to do
this .. .. But I feel comfortable that
this is as broad a consensus on this
issue as I've seen yet." •
- filed from Boston

Rally
Continuedfrom page I
commitment to fight racism, to
build a women's movement committed to taking on issues such as
forced sterilization of Puerto Rican
women and high infant mortality in
the Black community. Finally, the
rally closed with a powerful
demonstration of women's martial
arts performed against a backdrop
of pictures of women freedom
fighters from Africa, Puerto Rico,
and Central America.
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Community Voices-----:- -----GCN welcomes letters to the
editor. If possible, they should be
TYPED and DOUBLESP ACED,
and where possible limited to five
typed pages. They should be sent to:
Community Voices, GCN, 167 Tremont St. #5, Boston, MA 02111.

more, not less,
·
action

. Dear GCN:
I have read Philip Willkie's petulant letter in
the January 19 GCN. The first reply that comes to
mind when he accuses the Gay Rights Movement
of being the change straight people movement is
that Gay political action need not be limited to
within-the-system, moderate, Uncle Tom Tactics.
The fight for our rights can also include demonstrations, sit-ins, boycotts, civil disobedience and
even the more violent tactics used during the ',60s.
However, what Willkie is saying is 'that if we really didn't care what straight people thing of us, we
wouldn't bother to use either the moderate or
Dear GCN,
militant approach because they could no longer
After reading through the books you [the GCN
hurt us.
Prisoner Project] sent and the xeroxed articles, I
Needless to say, this is absurd. A queer hasher's
am deeply com'pelled to put down my story of just
club shattering our skull will hurt no matter what
how and why I am here. Hopefµlly to help others.
we care about their opinions of us. Being thrown
I W8,_S a student in high school when I first
into a Nazi oven or burned at the stake would hurt
found out what sex was. It happened to be with a
man 40 years older than me, but he opened my · even more. Even being fired from a job and being
unable to afford food and shelter as a result will
eyes and my sexuality. This went on for 2 years;
hu.rt.
our sneaking away for a few moments of love.
Willkie is expressing the views of a cult that has
Then my mom fqund out and she had him arattracted a certain number of followers in the
rested and because I refused to testify he was
Twin Cities . However, if there had not been a
released.
Gay Liberation Movement, they would never
But then my mother did all she could to get me
even have formed the idea of Gay Pride from
to change, from seeing psychiatrists to being
which ,they' now condemn Gay Liberation.
overly strict and keeping me in the house when
Since Phil Willkie has written articles in the
not at school. This effectively stopped all sex and
Twin Cities Gay and besbian press stating he is a
love until I reached college (still living at home).
Gay alcoholic, I am not breaking any confidence
There I learned bathroom sex, as the libraries of
many colleges are where the gay bathrooms are · by mentioning it here. I mention it in order to
point out that if there had been no Gay Liberation
located. These were quickies and usually
Movement, there would now be no Gay and Lesanonymous, but little is better than none. I went
bian chemical dependency counselling organizato college not for the education but to get away
tions. And if Gay and Lesbian Rights Ordinances
from home and have a sex life of my own. My
are repealed, landlords could refuse to rent to
mother was so hell bent on changing me that she
such organizations. If public _attitudes were as
thought she was doing right.
When frustrations had built up so far I had to ,backward now as they were in the early sixties,
such organizations would never be able to rent
have a release, that release was "crime," even
space even if they had come into e::sistence without
though I never harmed anyone. What I did was to
,
the Gay political movements.
set a storage building on fire. I willingly gave a
The views that Willkie expressed have gained a
confession to the police so that they could take me
certain following because of frustration over the
away from home. Where I didn't care - just
failures of the Gay Liberation Movement. The
away. I couldn't leave home because my parents
conservative, moderate approach that is the
used force and kept my money. (My mother's side
strongest tendency in our movement has failed to
of the family _is mafia-related and not to be ofwin our rights . More militant tactics would work
fended.)
So off I went to prison, not realizing the terri- _ but, in the present political climate, not enough
pwple will participate in them for them to be
ble mistake that was, but at the time it looked_Iike
effective. The high degree of infighting in Gay
the lesser of two evils. Even though I was conand Lesbian politics also contribute to the
sidered educated (with some college), I was really
frustration. Views like Willkie's are an attempt to
ignorant. I am old fashioned (about drugs,
withdraw from this situation by cultivating an inalcohol, etc.) so prison was really a shock. And
terior, mystical state of Gay Pride.
being a young white guy with a large ass and a soft
Actually, the views expressed in Willkie's letter
body, I was attacked and raped and then put into
only compound the pro61em for, in the Twin
"protective" custody (isolation; no exercise,
Cities at least, they have pulled many promising
library privileges, etc.). Then I was transferred to
'
militants out of the fight for our rights.
another prison and was fortunate to meet a
Changing straight people's views need not inwonderf\11 guy who took me under his wing and
volve crawling before straights and begging them
taught me all about law and to stand up for my
not to hurt us. It can involve Gays learning the
rights and those of others - for me to use my
martial arts so we can beat the shit out of hoods
education to help all. I began to do this and in
that assault us or trashing employers or landlords
return I obtained some respect from other tnthat fire or evict us. Of course, if we can beat up
mates. But l lost all respect from the police. They
assailants against us, we are better off even if
did what they could to harm me and dissuade me
their attitudes don't change, bu·t surely there is no
from suing them. And I was transferred to
lack of Gay Pride ·in realizing that if their atanother prison - a white racist prison in
titudes change to being afraid to attack us in the
Hagerstown [Maryland].
first place, we are even better off. If their preWhile there I became interested in Blacks and
judice disappears entirely after they realize they
became lovers with a really nice man, who stayed
can no longer run over us, that is even better.
with me through the harrassment, beatings and
If the Kinsey statistics are to be believed, there
outright torture, even though he lost his parole
are twenty:three million of us in this country
date and I was put in isolation. So I have another
alone. If we all wrote letters demanding a Gay
law suit against them, because now I am convincand Lesbian Rights Bill, we would have it. If we
ed that I can never give up my fight for gay rights
a)I took to the streets, we could have anything we
and the rights of Blacks. They are treated as sewanted. We could still have it even if only ninety
cond class citizens in prison. I know that I may be
percent of us became politically active. In spite of
killed in the process because several major cases
the frustrations of organizing the Gay Communiare i;oming up for trial in the near future, but I
ty, we should always keep before our minds the
· have found my niche in life.
fact that Gays and Lesbians have the power to
, I am lucky to have some education, because I
win our freedom anytime we want it badly
am able to use it to my advantage over the
enough.
generally uneducated police. I have a few prisoner
friends here who have remained loyal even · Sincerely,
though I am so utfpopular with the police, but
Robert Halfhill
they can be counted on. If all gays would stand up
Minneapolis, MN
together as well as al~ Black~, we would get
somewhere._l have nevfr fought a fight physically. I like peace and quiet. But I have come from a
shy, backwards person into an aggressive fighter.
I don't hesitate to speak up for a wrong that needs
to be righted. I have now stood up to my parents
and demanded that they accept my gayness. I
would like to live with my man from Hagerstown
but he is not accepting of his own gayness so our
sexual relationship was extremely inhibited.
I haven't met Mr. Right but when I do I know ·
the bells will go off in my head. I would be more
than happy to hear from any of you readers who
wish io offer advice or who need legal assistance.
Dear GCN,
I can receive. letters (rom other prisoners with'out
Well: I received my sample issue of the paper
problem. I'm not a legal expert myself, but do and wanted to make sure to drop you a line letting
know something and would help where I could.
you know that I did and would like to continue to
Prison was really not the place for me to go receive it.
maybe, but I have made a go of it anyway. I have
I share it with my sisters and we all find it very
the physical scars from beatings and stabbings to interesting. The articles of your paper have been
remind me that I should never give up but go on. I talked about and debated throughout the instituhope that one day all racism and prejudice will tion since it arrived.
disappear, but that day is a long way off. Like the
I would like to co._ntinue to receive it and plan to
song, though, "it only takes a spark to make a be a proud, paid subscriber once I leave this
fire." I hope to be one of m·any sparks.
place.
Sincerely,
Thank you,
Gene Munnings
Laina L. Guist
Box 971 Cty Hy K
Box 700, 5997
Jessup, MD 20794
Taycheeday, WI54935

going to prison
to escape home

i share it
with my sisters ,,

solidarity 1
Dear GCN,
I'm writing to let you know that I'm no longer
at the Southeastern Prison at Bridgewater.
Because I dared to protect a younger gay man
from the beatings of older straight prisoners, I
was re-classified as a trouble maker and shipped
·
to Walpole.
If I had the resources to take these people to
court, I'd do it in a minute. That's why the prison
system get~ away with murder. Ninety-nine perce·nt of the people behind bars are poor. You
don't .see many wealthy men or women doing
time.
Anyway, if the guards at Bridgewater had been
doing their jobs, they'd have protected that gay
man and I wouldn't have gotten involved. But
because he was gay they turned their backs on
him.
It pisses me off that these punks never had the
courage to fuck with me, and I'm very open about
being gay. I'm sure it's my size and build that
discourage them, but that only'goes to show what
cowards they are. It's really easy for them to pick
on a young (19 yrs old) gay guy that only weighs
120 pounds.
Well, anyway, I'd also really appreciate it if
you'd put my address in your penpal column.
· It's really great knowing that you people are
out there and that you care!
Stay strong,
Bart Albano
Box 100
So. Walpole, MA 02071

solidarity 2·
Dear GCN,
I have no objections if you'd like to print my
letter about the Bridgewater incident, and no problems with you using my name or prison. Maybe
.
I'd get a pehpall
Could you rewrite it so it sounds a little more
together? I mean spelling, complete sentences etc.
In that letter I attacked the guards for not protecting that younger gay, and with good cause.
But I'll tell you, Mike, the straight prisoners are
the real pieces of shit behind bars when it comes
to how they treat some of the weaker inmates,
mostly the feminine gays, who can't hide their
homosexuality as well as others.
This isn't the first fight I had under these circumstances. I had a similar beef at Concord
Prison. Three inmates had a 17-year-old kid cornered in a bathroom over in the gym building
ready to gang rape him . When I walked in to use
the bathroom, I caught the horrified look.in the
young man's eyes and I asked him if he was okay.
He just started crying. I threw a punch at tht ·
asshole closest to me, and the other two left
quickly. The guy I punched went right to the
guards.
I, of course, had nothing to say to the guards,
because I didn't want it spread around the prison
that this kid is gay. So I )<ept my mouth shut and
ended-up doing 30 days in the hole [isolation].
The 17 and 18-year-olds should be in a place of
their own, not mixed in with older prisoners,
especially when it comes to young gays. To be
honest with you though, I don't see the prison
system changing any time soon (unless people get
involved}.
But on a lighter note, that kid I fought for at
Bridgewajer is over here with me now ... Free people will never know just how great a hug and kiss
really can be until they're without them for as
long as we behind bars have been. We may both
be out in less than two years. Needless to say, I'm
very hopeful!
If you should c~me across a book that deals
with sign language for the deaf, I could really use
it. I'm teaching this deaf guy here so he can earn
his G.E.D. and me learning the sign language
would be very helpful. Right now we communicate with paper and pen. It's hard, but we
manage.
Well, thanks again for all your support!
Bart Albano
Box 100
So. Walpole, MA 02071

why, ted?
(GCN received a copy of this /elter to ABC
Nightline host Ted Koppel.-Ed.)
Dear Ted Koppel:
I have always enjoyed your Nightline programs; nobody in America is fairer and more pro•
fessional than you.
No network cares 1as much as ABC TV for its
viewers, especially when the whole nation is
watching programs on incest or tjie atomic holocaust.
Each time millions of us found our catharsis
watching you and your guests immediately after
the actual film or documentary.
However, last night, you let us down ,
millions of us.
Your company had the courage to air Consenting Adult but then lost courage to air a follow-up
on gayness.
Ted, you missed the chance of reaching
millions of people who were receptive to the idea
that homosexuality is equal to other forms of
human sexuality.
WHY, TED?
Martin Thomas
Chicago, IL
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·The ADVOCATE's exciting transformation
·from newspaper to magazine is finally complete.
Our·new editor and art director have created the most
dramatic redesign in our 18-year history: brighter
covers, a new logo and the reorganization of nearly
every editoria~ page.
Now you'll find more photos, increased coverage
of health, gay personalities and relationships, plus
more in-depth journalism on important issues.
Best of all, new East Coast pages calendar
performances and events in your area. A dining
guide and other planned sections will provide local ·
information we formerly had no space to cover.

T eNew
cate

The National Gay Newsmagazine

, Free
Examination Offer!
I

.

•

We'll send you ABSOLUTELY FREE the next
3 issues of the NEW ADVOCME. You pay .
only if you-agree to subscribe. Otherwise
write "cancel" on the bill and return it.
The 3 issues will be yours to keep. ·
THE ADVOCATE, P.O. Box 8991
Malibu, CA 90265
□

me the next 3 issues
~es
of the NEW ADVOCATE
•I Send
■•

absolutely FREE. Only (f I agree to subscribe,

will I pay your bill for a I-year, 26-issue subscription at the low price of
only $29.97. That's over $10 off the regwlar rate and just $1.15 an issue.

·D

I

I'm sold already, Here's my payment of only $29.97.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE/ZIP _ _ _ ____;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Offer good for new subscribers with U.S. addresses only. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of first issue. The
ADVOCATE is mailed in a plain , sealed envelope. Subscriber names may be rented for outside mailings
unless privacy is requested by checking this box: D Confidential CFPBO
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AIDS exposure lower than San Francisco 's

Mixed Results Found in
Boston HTLV-111 Project
By Sue Hyde
BOSTON - Good _news and men showfng no sym'ptoms of
bad news can be found in the either disease, w_as tested for the
recently-published results of a · pr.!!sence of the HTLV-III anViolence and Abuse ·
research project which tested the tibody. Of the 45 men with AIDS,
blood of 160 local healthy gay men all but one showed evidence of exare not just straight problems. Lovers curse each
· and found that four out of five posure to the virus; of the 78 men,
other, get beaten up, put each other down, too.
showed no evidence of exposure to with persistent lymphadenopathy,
Your relationship doesn't have to be filled .with fear
HTL V-III, the virus -believed to 91 percent carried the HTLV-III
and frustration.
·
antibody,
.cause AIDS.
Help is available.
The blood samples were drawn
The good news: Boston's figure
./'
of 21 percent exposure is about and tested in the winter of 1984,
South End Counseling
half that found in San Francisco's making the data a year old. Ken
Methue,n: 687-4383
healthy gay male population, Mayer told GCN that a second
Boston: 437-9643 __..
which shows an exposure rate of study is under'way to determine if
nearly 40 percent.
the virus has become more wideThe bad news: "It's still a lot of spread in the past year. He de_p eople," said Carry Kessler, coor- clined to speculate on the figures
dinator of the AIDS Action Com- which may result from this year's
mittee. As far as Kessler is con- study, but said analysis will begin
cerned, safe sex guidelines still ap- in late April.
ply to gay male sexual activity.
affiliated with the Brigham & Women's Hospital - Both Kessler and Dr. Ken
Mayer, researcher in the study and
• Adult Medicin'e
• Pediatrics
the research director at the Fenway
• Obstetrics & Gynecology
• Nutrition/WIG Program _
Community Health Center, were
• Podiatry
• Mental Health
·
very cautious in their interpreta~
• Family Alcoholism Program
~ tions of the results. Kessler said,
Evening hours, convenient to public trans.
"This [relatively low] level of exSliding scale available, all health insur. accepted.
posure is no reason to · take
Spanish spoken.
chances. It's even more reason to
By Gary Coberly
be careful." And Mayer, in a
687 Centre St., Jamaica Plain - 522-5900
BALTIMORE - On the even_.
phone interview with GCN, ex- ing of February 19, the Baltimore
plained that since scientists City Council defeated by a vote of
.understand so little about AIDS, 11-7 a hard-fought bill which
CALL UP FOR THE NEWEST
the name of the game for high-risk would· have outlawed anti-gay /lesCOMMUNITY SERVICE
groups, especially gay men, is bian discrimination in the areas of
recjucing 'the chances for exposure employment, public accommodato the virus. "If I knew I had a.,one tions, education and health and
in five chance of getting a lethal welfare services.
This 7 is· to introduce you to Arlington HYPNOSIS
disease," he said, "I'd be conMany in the Baltimore gay and
COUNSELING SERVICES. A Professional Organization
cerned about it. This is not a signal lesbian community expressed
with a highly qualified staff of trai'ned hypnotists who
for people to go out ' and screw outrage at this wimpering end to
are certified by the Mass. Hypnosis Society helping
around. Nothing in the study im- their 11-month battie for equal
thousands yearly to STOP SMOKING, LOSE WEIGHT,
plies that people don't need to rights . Nearly 100 angry protesters
RELIEVE TENSION, and many other areas of concern to
care."
m~rched before the doors of City
increase health and success with today's modern hypAbout 150 cases of:AIDS have Hall on the following evening carbeen reported in the greater rying signs that sharply criticized
nosis.
Boston area; 90 cases in the city councilmembers and Mayor
INFORMATIO.N BROCHURE ON REQUEST
itself. Health officials anticipate · Donald Schaefer. Schaefer made
FREE! HYPNOSIS INFORMATION
that figure will more than double no public statement about the bill,
The OFFICIAL HYPNOSIS PHONE
in 1985. In San Francisco, about nor did his appointed liaison to the
(617) 646-9232
1000 AIDS cases have been gay and lesbian community, Hilda
reported. New York has borne the Ford, appear at any council
Listen to tape recorded message. Mention this ad and
brunt of the epidemic, wit.ti about meetings or demonstrations.
·
get 10% off each program.
3000 cases out of a national total
In addition, the Baltimore Civil
of over 8400. Seventy-three per- Rights Coalition for Council Bill
cent of all people with AIDS are 187 claimed there was a general
gay or bisexual men.
lack of leadership on the part of
The Boston research . results, the city officials who supported
published in the March issue of the bill. Although five counAnnals of Internal Medicine and . cilmembers sponsored the bill,
reported in the March 11 edition of ''there was no one councilperson
the Boston Globe, were obtained to shepherd the bill through coun16 Haviland St., Boston, MA 02115 267-7573
Mon.-Thurs. 9 am-9 pm Fri .-Sat. 9 am-6 pm
in an epidemiological study of gay cil," said Jenny Boyd Bull, one of
Wed. 6-8 pm W_
alk-ln VD Testing & Treatment
men recruited from the Fenway the four lobbyists for the bill.
Wednesday Evenings - Gay Men's Sexually Transmitted Disease Night
Community Health Center and
Councilmember Thomas J .S.
By Appointment Only - as of Oct. 1, 1983
·
. · New England Deaconess Hospital. Waxter Jr. of the Fifth District, a
' Dr. Jerome Groopman of sponsor of the bill and head of the
Specialties Include
, • Internal medicine, infectious disease, dermatology, hematology, oncology, mino'r
Deaconess also served as a prin- Policy-and Planning Committee to
surgery, podiatry (including sports medicine) , nutrition, family practice, psychiacipal researcher.
·
which it was assigned, held the bill
try, infertility,, gynecology, family planning
The blood of 45 men with AIDS in committee for nearly 11 months
• 24 Hour Emergency On Call Service
and 78 men with persistent but un- in an effort to gain the necessary
• Open to all regardless o1 reside~ce
explained swollen lymph glands ten votes. Even so, the bill went to
• Reas~nable fees; Insurance and VISA/MasterCard accepted
(l_ymphadenopathy), as well as 160 a ·vote with at least four swing
·13 YEARS SERVING THE GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY

•

SOUTHERN JAMAICA PLAIN
HEALTH CENTER

Mayer stressed the need for a
series of epidemiological studies,
ideally to be conducted on 1000
gay men tested every six months
for five years. He doubts that such
a study would ever be funded, or if
funded, that willing subjects could
be found to participate.
Recruiting, he said, has been a
problem. He and other researchers
have encountered a reluctant
population· of gay men,
mistrustful of the possible use of
the HTLV-111 test as a marker of
homosexuality and doubtful of-the
clinical significance of the test
results. Gay organizations and activists all across the country have
advised gay men · not to take the
Continued on page JO

Baltimore Council
Defeats Rights Bill

PHONE HYPNOSIS

FENWAY COMMUNITY

HEALTH CENTER

votes. "Waxter's strategy was
ineffective,'', said Bull.
Several:- councilmembers ex. pected to vote in favor of C.B. 187
said they· would not commit to
either side until the vote.
Waxter also attempted to
assuage certain councilmembers'
reservations by amending the bill
to allow employers to implement a
dress code or code of conduct and
to permit the firing of an employee
working with minors if the
employee "adv'ocates" homosexuality or bisexuality .
Many lesbian and gay activists
said they would rather have no bill
than one so amended. However,
the amendments were ultimately
defeated before the bill came to a
vote.
Councilor Jody Landers of the
Third District, for _whom the
. amendments had been important,
surprised many by voting for the
bill without amendments . Reading
aloud tbe dictionary definition of
discrimination, Landers said, "I
can find no other way to vote.'~
Two other Third District Councilors were strongly against the
bill, insisting that "gays seek
preferential treatment." _
The Fourth District all voted
yes. "I'm opposed to homosexuality, but I'm more opposed to
discrimination,'' said Councilor
. Kweisi Mfune . Councilor Agnes
Welch, who had just come from an
anti-apartheid demonstration,
noted she could not oppose
discrimination far away and ig- nore that in her own city.
Continued on page 12

'You can now get Hepatitis-B screening and vaccine.

Active, Goal-oriented

Th~rapy for Shyness·
•Difficulties in meeting new people
•Anxiety about forming relationships
We develop an individual program of therapy, explain it to you in
detail, and then encourage you to evaluate your own progress toward
specific goals .
Our Licensed staff consists of psychologists, social workers, and
psychi.atrists. For more information call 262-9116.
Information-Evaluation-Referral Service
Insurance ·accepted.

I~ b<Z~ior

\JLl~1otes

45 Newbury Street, Boston
N_ear the Arlingfon-Street MBTA
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.
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Coming Out Group tor Men - A support group for men to deal with ISIUft of
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Pleaee call Ron Wozniak, M.fed. at QLCS for
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more

Comlnij 0ut Group tdr Women - Ar• opportunity for women to receive and
provide support around their emerging HXuallty.
Pleasa call Teri FIH~-'ffl,. M.Ed. at G!.CS for more lnfonnatlon.
General ...._. Gl"OUi> for Mo" - An ongoing group with openings for new
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Lack of services, funding cited

Non-PartisanAgency Slams
Insuffic~ent AIDS Support
~sQand ~esblans 0vloget5iVle

By Christine Gui/Joy
WASHINGTON, DC - The OTAgivesasenseoflegitimacy ....
Office of Technology Assessment It states how serious the AIDS
(OTA) has issued a report critical crisis is becoming - from an inof the Reagan administration's dependent, uninvolved agency."
response to the AIDS epidemic.
The report highlights the followWhile the report reiterates ing:
criticisms already levelled by the
• The· Reagan administration's
gay community and members of funding requests for AIDS
Congress, it is the first report research are consistently lower
issued by an independent agency than what the health agencies say
detailing governmental response they need. Congress has consisto the AIDS crisis.
tently appropriated more funds to
The report was requested by two meet some of the shortfall in the
House committees which held cost of governmental AIDS
hearings on the report's findings research.
on February 21. The 158-page
• The administration, in the
report roundly criticizes the pre- person of HHS Secretary
sent administration for failure to Margaret Heckler, failed to prorequest sufficient funds for AIDS vide additional money when reresearch, for neglecting to provide quested by the PHS. The PHS was
primary health care services for instead ordered to make up any·
people with ·AIDS, and for failing shortfalls by taking the money
to provide funds for education of from other PHS progr,ams.
high risk groups and the public at
• The administration has failed
large.
to draw on a discretionary $30
The report was requested by the million health emergency fund.
House Subcommittee on Inter• The administration's relucgovernmental Relations and tance to give funding priority to
Human Resources, chaired by health has resulted in the PHS' inRep. Ted Weiss (D-NY), and the ability to plan future programs
House Energy and Commerce because of questions about future
Committee. The OT A is described funding.
as a "non-partisan analytical
• The administration's personagency that assists Congress in nel cuts in PHS have had a detridealing with complex and tech- mental effect on AIDS research.
nical issues confronting our socie• Secretary Heckler has overty.''
stated the usefulness of the HTL VThe report focuses on the super- III antibody test and committed
agency of Health and Human Ser- the government to its development
vices (HHS) and on some of the and use before sufficient informaag'encies it embodies, most notably tion on the test was available. The
the Public Health Service (PHS) report also criticizes her inattenand the ·centers for Disease Con- tiveness to the problems inherent
trol (CDC).
in the test.
Acknowledging that the report
• The administration has failed
reiterates allegations already made to provide sufficient money to
ip Congress and by the gay . fund primary care for people with
community, a spokesperson for AIDS.
Weiss's office said, however, that
• The administration has not
the report lends new credibility to provided adequate money to·
the complaints because OTA is in- educate high risk groups and the .
dependent and nonpartisan. Jeff public at large about AIDS transLevi of the Washington office of missibility. The OTA speculates
the National Gay Task Force that educational shortfalls may be
(NGTF) agreed, saying, "The due to the ad,ministration's biases
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Copying
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, (617) 7

against the high risk groups, most
notably IV drug users and gay
men. (This allegation is repeated in
a forthcoming Mother Jones article in which former HHS Assistant
Secretary Edward Brandt is
quoted as saying talk of quarantines and mass firings of gay men
occurred at the highest levels of the
Reagan administration.)
NGTF's Levi told GCN the
CDC has four million dollars
available to spend on education.
However; he said, large portions
of that money have gone towards
implementing the HTLV-III antibody test. "Out of the $4 million,
not even half goes to real prevention education," summarized
Levi.
Oµe of the more interesting
things to come out of the hearings,
Levi said, was how money is appropriated, which he described as
a "process which works from the
Office of Management and Budget
(0MB) on down rather than from
the people on the line, on up.'' According to Levi, the OM}J determines how much money of the
total budget will go to health, and
appropriates accordingly. There is
no meaningful scientific input into
the amount of money needed.
Appearing at the Congressional
hearings on behalf of the administration was James Mason,
the head of 'the CDC who is temporarily acting as assistant
ses;retary of HHS, the position
formerly held by Edward Brandt.
- filed from Boston
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New England Conference
on
SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE.
INVESTING
Sat.. March 30,
· Gutman Conference
Center, (off, Harvard Square)
Cambridge
"put your principal
where your principles are ... "
Industry leaders from U.S. Trust,
Franklin Research & Development,
Institute of Community Economics and
more ... on setting goals ,choosing .
advisors, investing in the.community.
· Seminar fee ($80 before Mar. 25, $90
thereafter) includes lunch, the Directory
of Socially Responsible Investments,
and a wine-and-cheese reception.

CORRECTION
In· the second to last paragraph of Bob Nelson's story on
licensing of the HTLV-III test,
Vol. 12, No. 34, a quote from
Dr. John Petricciani should
read, "We can't prevent inappropriate use of it..." rather
than, ·"We can prevent.. .. "
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Apples and,Pears and Other
Stpries
-

Guy Davenport
_
North Point Press, San Francisco, 1984
$20. 00, 296 pp.

Reviewed by Scott Tucker

and variation of certain themes. Utopia, as
D
Ad .
.
. . h . 1
h
h:~~~~~~=ture~i~~~ c~;~~~~s ~i~iil~z~J in~c:e~s;:i
the home where we can be more human and from
which humanity is more or less exiled. More or less depending on class, culture, and just plain luck. Luck
is sometimes too easily equated with virtue in Davenport's fiction, and this flaws an otherwise admirable
utopian perspective. The notion that luck is virtue is
by no means simple, and has a long history. It even has
this grain of truth in it: a certain amount of material
and cultural luck is often conducive to the· development of qualities like sensuality and sympathy. Utopia
means nothing if it does not mean a time and a place
where virtue and happiness are much more the common life of all folks, and much less the consequence of
luck. Of course even in utopia human life will still
have its tragic aspect. Luck can only be equated with
virtue if chance is equated with some mystical form of
choice. The virtue of luck is a metaphysic?l doctrine
which has been most popular with the aristocracy, or
those who aspire to be aristocrats. Doctrines which
Gonstruct exclusive clubs on earth and in heaven have
as many sources as there are- ruling classes and
religious sects; when they crop up among utopians,
they _d o not cease to require critical examination.
Just as the presiding -spirit in '' Apples and Pears''
is that of Charles Fourier, the great French utopian visionary, so Davenport's earlier story "The Dawn in
Erewhon" is much indebted to Samuel Butler's utopian novel Erewhon. Erewhon exists nowhere, like all
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wer; practicing _hypo~r~tically. Butler's and Davenport s Ere~homan citizens may 'h~ve advanced
~eyo~d u~ m so~~ respects, but the idea that luck
itself is a sign of d1vme grace belongs very much to the
.---------------------....,
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'' Apple and pear,'.' writes Guy Davenport in the tien
tle story of his new collection of fiction, '' come into
de
history when there are orchards, brick walls .... " And
he goes .on to mention the apples of which Sappho
all
sang, as well as a time when people hung dolls_"in the
he
flowering pear." For myself, apples and pears have a
ex
particular sweetness and gravity. The summer before
gi1
Davenport's book was published, my 'lover and I_
O\d World of Calvinism and capitalism. To be clear Fu
rested in an orchard of apples and pears within the
and fair, Davenport's nofion of luck and the elect is bl1
walls of the old fortress town and prison of Terezin in
_based on ·grace, beauty, and intelligence, not class, fu
_ Czechoslovakia. During the last world war, the Nazis
money, and ownership. Davenport and his sp
had turned this place into a "model" J~wish ghett9
philosopher are not self-conscious enemies of democ- co
and into a concentration camp. Not. far from where
racy; they do find artistoctacy in childi;en and in the . fir
we sat eating the fallen fruit they had dumped many
street more often than among respectable adults. They hi:
corpses into a mass grave. Many thousands more re,
starved, shot, hanged, beaten, or dead of typhus br
were disposed of at a nearby crematorium. To enjoy
trc
life, even there, paid as much tribute to the dead as the
wildflowers I picked and laid at an execution wall.
· In this century, certain grandiose lies and notions
have done much damage, and some have learned to
distrust the mind. Yet it remains important to exercise
utopian imagination, not for pure escape or to play dictator, but to make decent change conceivable and
utopias, but utopias clarify that Things As They Are do might well argue that a true democracy makes
possible.
not exhaust or fully express The Nature of Things. aristocrats of us all. That much makes a good deal of
Uneventful is the word for much of Davenport's
Butler took much ironic pleasure in turning present sense. But other notions repeatedly appear wp.ich are
fiction, if by events we mean marriage, divorce,
moral and legal systems upside down, and in the land more ambiguous, and possibly even a shade sinister.
In "The Dawn of Erewhon" and also in "Apples
suicide, murder, collision of characters, old secrets exof Erewhon, as Butler wrote, "Misfortune gener.a.lly ...
posed, and high drama in ge!}eral. He writes about
is considered more or less criminal, but it admits of and Pears'' we find this maxim: ''Physique is
friends and lovers who inhabit microcosms - a house
classification, and a court is assigned to each of the character," and a corollary: "Character is fate."
· or an island - which prefigure a utopian world. The
main heads under whish it can be supposed to fall.", Judged in tandem, these maxims are not so distantly
related to Freud's dictum: "Biology is destiny." None .
nuclear arsenals of the U.S. and the Soviet Union
of these notions is absolutely faJse; t~ere is sufficient
shadow the little country where much of his fiction
truth in them to make us ponder. But in their most
takes place, the Netherlands. His characters are only
twisted and vicious forms, these notions have been
loosely attached to the middle class or have been
used to argue that Jews, Blacks, women, gay people,
saved from madness and the streets by guardian
and the lower classes are biologically and mentally in-.
angels. They try to make love and work more harmonious. The last paragraph of Apples and Pears is titlferior to gentiles, whites, men, hete.rosexuals, and the d
upper classes. Why else are certain groups of people so n
ed "Everything Could Be Different," the undying utolucky or unlucky- in itself a judgment which may de- 0
pian sentiment.
Davenport expects a lot from his readers. When
pend on_who ?appends to be writing the history books A
m any given time an p 1ace.7
reading a passage titl~d "Bodies and Pleasures," it is
Davenport and the philosopher Adriaan take great p
useful to have read Foucault's History of Sexuality; and
interest and pleasure in describing young male pbyit is useful to know the paintings of Magritte when
siques and big cocks. Dutch and Scandinavian nudist c
another passage is titled "This Is Not A Pipe." Useful,
and erotic publications are popular with Davenport's
but -not essential. Davenport is multilingual, and he
character. I like balls and biceps and sexy pictures
sometimes collages Dutch, French, Latin, and Greek
myself, but it is historically significant that the cult of fi
in his prose, though sparingly, and most of the Dutch
beauty, strength, and fitness has always had its left p
should make sense in context even to readers whoand right wings, its revolutionaries and reactionaries. b
know only English. I don't think-Davenport is intenNudism and militarism were paired in the ancient_ le
tionally intimidating nis readers, though he indulges
Spartan state; nudism and pacifism have been paired ii
in a degree of bravura. He is alternately contemplative
among some religious sects and utopian groups; and a
and exuh'erant. A single sentence, like a string of
-nudism and sexual puritanism have sometime_s co- s
mixed and precious beads, may bring together farexisted. In Germany the parties ot the Left and Right f
ranging facts and lore. Some readers may find patches
established mass athletic organizations; the Left' s b
of this prose too precious altogether, but most of it
'-- ideal of health and solidarity differed from the Right' s , .
reads-straightforwardly, and even the puzzles can be a
ideal of the Superman whose Might Makes Right. ·
pleasure.
If physique is character and fate, why should it not b
The title story of Apples and Pears is composed of
also be politics? There is an intriguing passage in ' 'Ap- l:
entries from the journal of a character who may well
ples and Pears" in which Adriaan notes a discussion s
be the aut}:i.or' s alter ego, and whom he first introwith Joris, a nineteen-year-old socialist revolutionary
duced in ' 1The Dawn il{ Erewhon,'' a story included in who is also a pedophile:
~
Tatlin!, a previous collection of his fiction: "The Dutch
Davenport himself takes up this theme in ''The Dawn
philosopher Adriaan Floris van Hovendaal was
Jo.,ris admits that the spadgers and strip(ings in Spartana
of Erewhon," where he puts these thoughts into the
arranging the objects on his table, a 'pinecone to resher Yngling open pefore, us in their lean leggy comec
head of a traveller through utopia: "Grace, he under- mind him of Fibonacci, a snail's shell to remind him of
liness toasted l,;,y August light are the very ones his
stood, was luck, and luck was the due perogative of
Ruskin, a drachma to remind hirp of Crete.'' Pine cone,
revolution is, to free from the thralldom of capit~list res
the beautiful and 'the elite. For a lack of luck one was
pression. Physique he does n9t doubt is character.
shell, drachma - this triad of tokens reappears in ApV
jailed or ostracized. To be ill was the deepest crime.
Fourier imagin~d the Phalanx [his utopian cornrriune] to
ples and Pears, where Adriaan stifl pays great attention
f
The offenses against society were ugliness, bad lpck,
be a genetic pool, like a people, Chinese or Zulu or
to worldly stuff, stuch charged with significance by a
C
ill
temper,
poverty,
reticence,
stupidity,
and
clumMongol,
so
that
beauty
could
be
in
the
local
idiom.
web of associations and analogies. Looking at the
:;:
Joris' theory is that ugly people are unloved, unhappy
world with a passion for particulars a:nd patterns is an · siness.~'
How seriously does Davenport . take this
•
people. We must, he says, free society from its fear of
erotic and philosophical activity; perhaps because the
1 1
itself.
We
must
free
the
troll
from
his
iron
burrow,
the
,
philosophy?
Butler
himself
was
only
preaching
proworld and his responses to it are so various, Adriaan' s
1
politician from his lies, the economic system from its
,• ,
vocatively what the ·nineteenth century bourgeoisie
own being never completely crystallizes. Adriaan
dependence on war. They say to Eros, these trolls, you
,• ,
writes, "Until identity by character absorbs again
may not, you cannot, you must not.
■
1
identity by sexuality we will suffer our present •• - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - .! - • .- • - • - • - • This
passage
makes
plain
that
Davenport's
•,
shallow sense of being, where psychology, looking at
characters do not have any kind of racist Thousand- :,
..
Year Reich in mind. And the theory expounded has •'
·,
this much truth: in this society, those who feel trapped ,
in their iron burrows often set traps for folks who en- •,
..
joy the sun. Granting that our ideals of beauty may :,
t ... - .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - • - •

Poetic Prose of Revolution and _U topia
•

1

'
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diver_sify - even granting a genetic overhaul of our
species - it is likely that certain individuals will still
be found ~pecially attractive. Fourier proposed that,
''There must be a decent means of sharing the favors
of the handsome couple with twenty other couples,''
and adds ''that in surrendering themselves to a mass of
suitors ... they will become angels of virtue in the eyes
of the public, their suitors, and in their own eyes.''
Fourier argued that those who are . luckiest must be
magnanimous - indeed, promiscuous - if they
would also be virtuous. The theory which Davenport's
young revolutionary expresses also forges too firm a
link between sexual repression and political reaction.
One may and often does serve the other, but they need
not coincide. I have in mind some beautiful teenagers I
once met in Laguna Beach who enjoy a relatively free
erotic life, but whose • brains don't operate independently of their parents and the President,
Adriaan writes, "To explain is to evade." Given
all the traps the mind sets for itself, a cry from the
heart can make perfect sense. "Why," one character
exclaims, "must we try to figure out wh.y we're hugging anybody, like a brat all brains and no manners?
Fuck why, and also by whose leave and with whose ✓
blessing. Love is love.'' This chatacter happens to be
fucking · her brother, but Davenport refreshingly
spares us any Freudian ruminations on incest. In the
context of '' Apples and Pears,'' the obvious erotic affinity is sufficient. But when Adriaan philosophizes,
his ideas require more ~xplication that the· reader
receives; or else we might expect Whitman's explicit
bravado: ''I contradict myself? Very well, then, I cont!adict myself! I am large, I contain multitudes." An-
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prolonged dissonance within the .Harmonian fold of
his main characters; the clash is with society. I was not
bored by the tranquil tenor of the book. Socially and
personally, "Apples and Pears" is largely concerned
with what Adriaan describes as ''the two contemporary problems of Fourierist harmonics, backbreeding of the machine to cooperative civility, [and]
Eros in rompers." The theme of youthful sexuality, as
the character of Joris noted, has a certain organic relation to the theme of industrial decentralization and a
new economic life.
For a man who was born in 1772 and died in 1837,
Charles Fourier was daringly comprehensive in his
sexual and cultural conception of a new society, one of
the most thorough radicals of his own or any other clge.
In envision~ng The New Harmony he adopted, as he
explained, ''the principles of ABSOLUTE DOUBT and
ABSOLUTE DEVIATION," and was critical even of
the revolutionaries and freethinkers of his time. He
aimed · to establish a '' calculus of passionate
attractiol)'' which would be '' correct, systematic, and
invariable," and his quirky scientism is' always and at
least more poetic than that of later '' scientific.
socialists.'' The neglect and denial of passions, he believed, produced a civilization of mismatched lovers
and of workers mismatched with their work, a wasted
world of war, crime, and boredom. ·
Fourier enjoyed making an analogy between the
falling apple which inspired Newton to formulate the
laws of gravitational attraction, and the apple in a
Paris restaurant which inspired_Fourier to formulate
his laws of passionate attraction. The latter apple cost
fourteen sous, whereas Fourier had just left a region of
France where a hundred apples. sold for the same
price. Something, he decided,-was seriously wrong with
the social and economic system, and so began his dis~
coveries. The Newtonian equlibrium of the planets
could now complement the Fourierist equilibrium of
the passions. In civilization, the division of labor condemns masses of people to slave away a:t tedious jobs,
or throws them out of work entirely. People in harmony, however, would work in the "passionate
series," which he defined as a "league of various
groups ...joined together because they share a common
liking for the same task, such as the cultivation of a
fruit.'' Fouri_e r' s favorite example was a Pear-Growers
Series with seven divisions, each corresponding to
seven types of pears from quinces to medlars, and
each division sub-grouped so that every worker could
vary tasks throughout the day, and even change work daily.
Fourier died before the Industrial Revolution
gathered its most ravaging momentum, but he was
aware that human beings were already being reduced
to cogs and con·sumers in the machinery of production. Adriaa.Q- likes bikes and hates cars and this is consistent with Fourierist harmonics. "He was inviting us
back onto the land,,, Adriaan writes of Fourier,

be ethically sound, since no longer. ?ased on
parasitism, and those with a taste for asceticism would
be free to pursue that passion. The utopia of difference
would be Harmony. "Difference," writesAdriaan, "is
potential energy .... Without differences, everything
becomes homogenous mush. Entropy is not chaos, but
uniformity. Reverberant bounce must be the Harmony's dance, difference caroming off difference,
energy jostling energy."
If this sounds like anarchy, then this word
deserves consideration. Anarchy is often used to mean
·disorder, but anarchists use the word to describe an

order based upon cooperative autonomy of in~
dividuals.and communities. The disorder of numerous
militarized, centralized nation states is precisely ~hat '.
reigns in the world today; and any world government
the politicians might create could very well be the
general triumph of a particular imperialism. For the
time being, utopians might find it wise simply to stand
out of the way of state Juggernauts, to create tribes and
to seek safe turf wherever it may still exist. Any active
resistance would have to rely giainly on civil disobedience anq industrial or technical sabotage, since we
can't match state militarism without becoming the
state. Whether utopian tribes are reclusive or resistant, the brute fact remains that we cannot, short of
spaceships and science fiction, escape this earth which
the madmen may blow up.
* * *
Davenport belongs in the excellent company of
Wilhelm Reich, Paul Goodman, Frank Lloyd Wright,
Herbert Read, Lewis Mumford, Murray Bookchin,
and Ursula LeGuin - of all, in fact, who have considered ethics and aesthetics, love and work with utopian hope and intelligence, and who have done so in
the wake of the Industrial Revolution, in the wake of · ,.,
world wars, and with the possible prospect of nuclear ~
and ecological catastrophe. Like Reich and Goodman, i
Davenport pays sensible att.e ntion to youth and sex, ·
and this is the theme in which he truly revises and fur- ~
ther diversifies Fourierist harmonics. Even more than ~
''back-breeding of the machine,'' the theme of ''Eros .§,
in - rompers' '__is likely to pain all dinosaurs of all ~
political persuasions, left, right, and tenter. It was
especially Davenport's erotic utopianism which pro- _i
mpted a Village Voice reviewer to dismiss his book as
"lunacy."
~
What works to defeat sensuality and sanity in
everyday life is the ever-alert army of reaction: bat- t:
talions of social-climbing social workers; sexless sex- g
ologists; psychiatrists and psychologists enslaved to
the SuperEgo; lawyers and legislators who make laws, ~
riot love; five-star generals with bombs on the brain; ~
advertisers who make us lust for things unlovable; ~
pedagogues and politicians who are cbmpulsive liars; .§
priests without spirit; parents who cannibalize their
_o wn kids; and all people who swallow the stick they J
are beaten with and call it spine, as Heine (I think)
once wrote. Davenport seems to suggest a strategy of
circumvention rather than confrontation, a strategy
more in accord with Fourier's own concepts of personality and passionate attraction, rather than Marx's
concepts of history and class stuggle. A balance of both
views would best serve anyone concerned with social
change.
Continued on next page

driaan writes, "Man has a history rather than a
nature." How then, is it possible "to breed meanness
out of human nature,'' as he also speculates? Does
Apriaan have in mind a utopian eugenics program? To
polarize nature and culture ~bsolutely is, of course, a
perennial mental trap which may become a material
trap as well. Humans are culture-creating animals:
culture is our nature.
* * *
The theme of Adriaan' s affinity with Fourier is
first sounded in ''The Dawn of Erewhon,'' where
Adriaan callhs him ''the onlyf p hilosophher bof
happiness,'' t e overstatement o a 1over to t e eloved. Fourier named his utopia The New Harmony: it
is a federation of communes based on craft industry
bringing th e city wi th us in small neighborhoods, to a
and gardening, and within each commune diverse pas~~~:r;leo~;~:~::~~· ~~~a\n~::t;:t~:~n~ tri!~r:s tt~
sions and occupations flourish, which Fourier delightnecessities, opulently luxurious in the passions, in the
tully - some would say dementedly - enumerates as
arts, in civilization, just when mankred was being
harmonic series, the musical scale of humanity.
drawn into the slums of cities and the hell of factories.
"Society," as Adriaan explains in" Apples and pears,"
To make his case, Adriaan may overstate it: "The
"~s po~ try r~ther ~ than the newspage_r .l?ro~e ~~ machine cannot produce without overproducing. I.t
history: Founer was contemptuou_s of civi_hzaho~, gluts its market. To force this excess onto the market,
by which :h e meant a commercial. and mdustnal ,Capitalism began eating itself, like a hyena its own
system which seek~ to co~rce, s~bhmate, or mass bowels when it is wounded.,, The metaphor is apt, but
market huma1; passions. J:Iis own ide~l was a :Vorld to speak of the machine in general does not do parwhere all pass10ns would h1:d harmomc express10~ - ticular machines, including bicylces, sufficient credit.
a harmony, . however, which_ ~llowed for clashmg Simone Weil made technological distinctions with
cho~?s an?, c?mradely co~peht~on.
.
which Davenport would surely be sympathetic. In
.
Fourier s ha~mony, Adnaa~ writes, is _de- particular, she noted that certain "forms of the
s1g1:ed ~o cause d~ssonan~es, or divergent energies, machine-tool have produced ... perhaps the finest type
which 1s the s~bJect of. its constanJ _-~atchfulness. of corrscious worker history has ever seen, namely, the
.~u~an ~~tur,: 1s at all times b~~h c1v1~1zed and un: skilled workman." •
.
·
_ci~i~z=d~
:'-~p:e:a~d_P.:a.:s:_ ~h,:r: 1~ ~o ~harp or
There is a passage. in Walden Pond . in which ......,.--+--+-+-1~-+--+-+ --+--+--+-+-1~-+--+-+--+ --+--+-+-ti--+-+--+-t-t--t '•••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• Thoreau , exhorts: ''Simplify, sih1plify.'' Fourier's ~i--+-+--+--+-+-11-+-+-+ --+-+-1t--+-+-+--+-+-t--+ -+-+--+--+-t--t--t--t-...,...
'••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••:•: message i's different, but not contrary: Diversify,
diversify. Where simplicity seemed appropriate, ~i--+-+--+--+-+-1r-+-+-+ --1-t-1t--+-+-+--1--+-1-1 --t--+--+--+-t--t--t--t-...,. ..
Fourier would_ have judged it go~, though he lacked .......-+.........-+--+-1--4-+......,_-+--+-t- -t-+-+--+--+-+-11-+-+--+- +-·+-11-+-+--+-+Thoreau's puntan streak. Luxury m Harmony would ......,.-+.........-+--+-1--4-+-+--+--+-t--t -+-+--+--+-+-11-+-+--+-- +-+-1r-+-+--+-+-
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Fourier was a sharp critic of
Sander blossoms into an excoercive monogamy and the fami- cellent lover and painter, and in
ly; his incipient feminism in- time he initiates a utopian housefluenced many socialists, and hold with six members. The
Fouriere often repeated this pro- three adults include Sander, his
position: "Social progress and sister Grietje, and Adriaan;
changes of period are brought Sander and Adriaan maintain a
about by virtue of the progress of friendship with erotic warmth, and
women towards liberty, and social they are both Grietje's lovers. The
retrogression occ,urs as a result of a three children include Jan, a .condiminution in the liberty of stant visitor from another housewomen." The official "Left" hold; his lover Hans, who is
often reactionary - has been Adriaan's son from a previous
much ·less friendly towards relationship; and Wolfje, an orFourier's ideas about passionate phaned hustler Adriaan finds on
variation. He used the word · the streets and brings home to be
"manias" to refer to erotic en- Sander's apprentice. This conthusiasms often stigmatized today stellation is portrayed ·with
as perversions, and he viewed cumulative pointillist pigments
them with approval as long as they from · Adriaan's journals. No
were consensual, writing of the suspense but the sweet mystery of
"prejudices I will have to combat reality, and if there is a moral here,
in order to .rehabilitate manias, it is the passing on of passion and
and especially amorous manias, in compassion from one person: to
the eyes of the public." Did he another so that, for example,
have any personal motive~for do- Adriaan brings out the best in
ing so? He does mention one Sander, and Sander in turn brings
mania of his own: "I was 35 years out the best in Wolfje. ·
old when by chance I found myself
Adriaan describes Wolfje by
in a situation which made me describing thistles - thistles which
realize that I had a taste or mania
seem to flourish in parking
for sapphism. I discovered I loved
lots, untended yards, des_lesbians and . was eager to do
perate soil in seams between
anything to please them." Fourier
a desert of asphalt and conpromised, "In · Harmony manias
crete, with majestic disdain
will be particularly bizarre and
for the tackiness of their
plentiful among the more complex
surroundings. Wolfje is
personality types.''
such a thistle, oblivious of
In Fourier's Harmonian order,
his nobility. We have put
children enjoy a great degree of in- ,
him in a garden. His stamina
dependence from parents,
that throve on the main
teachers, and adults in general.
chance and hunger and
They form Little Hordes which inmeanness, will it go
dulge in rowdiness and filth, but
nerveless,soft of fiber, dull?
also share in the various labors of
Gardens of thistles:
th·e community. Education would
Fourh;r's · aching heart's ·
be sensual and aesthetic, and prolonging.
ceed by degrees to more abstract This kid was a,t least spared a conlearning. Fourier recommended ventional school and family, but
that children exercise the senses of William Blake gave the best
taste and smell through cookery, - answer to Adriaan's question: "A
and of sight and sound through tree blasted with blight may still
opera. But then we find that he bear fruit, but if the tree bear fruit
shared a common prejudice of his let none say that the fruit was in
time and ours: "Of the five senses consequeRce of the blight." The
there is one, that of touch, whose reason we may hope for a more
influence is almost null before the harmonious life is precisely
age of puberty. A child does not because human creatures someknow love, the chief branch of the times and somehow nobly thrive
sense of touch .... "
like thistles despite the desperate
In contrast ro Fourier's attitude, soil: how much nobler we might
children and youth are an almost thrive in a garden of varied soil, in
constant presence in '' Apples and a garden of thistles, rose, apples
Pears," and they are persons· who and pears! Island, house, garden: exercise all five senses with pas- . all of these are. Harmony in
sion. They .associate with adults · miniature, and often become the
who are members of a particular assuagement of the aching heart's
sociai milieu, a libertarian stratum longing in us all.
of Dutch and sc·andinavian ·
academics, activists, and artists.
Davenport's characters express
"manias" such as incest and
pedophilia quite openly. Privacy is
negotiated without compulsion,
and much sex and nudity are taken Continued from page 6
for granted in the company of
'
friends. Children are encouraged test or participate in research
until
·to take their time masturbating;- they · are assured of the confidenand two young boys named Jan tiality of the results.
and Hans carry on their love affair
M_ayer says he understands why
in the liberated zone of their ex- the test worries people. But, he
tended family, a kinship of affinity · argues, the epidemiological
as much as blood. It is Adriaan research needs to be done so that
\1/ho rescues the teenaged Sander scientists can gather data on which
from disintegration, taking him co-factors contribute to the
from the hands of a mental doctor development of ~JDS. Thus far,
and setting him to work building research indicates that only a small
a cabin on an island. Speaking percentage of people exposed to
of this, Sander confesses how HTLV-III go on to develop fullbewildered he first was by this mari blown AIDS. Some people conwho spoke Greek · and cared tract a milder but chronic form of
nothing for "my fucked-up past," the disease known as AIDS
and indeed Sander's past remains Related Complex (ARC). And
untold in this book. "You hurt my others remain asymptomatic.
"I'd like to believe that people
feelings," he says to Adriaan.
"But in making me respect a taking the seriousnes~ of the
straight line, a nail placed just epidemic to heart makes a difright; things squared away, neat, ference. But we need· to do the
you put me back together. We research to get epidemiological
built a cabin that summer, and we curves on both AIDS and [HTL VIII]," commented Mayer.
built one Sander.''
1
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Visions of Bisexual Pride
By Roger Frye
We are growing. Last year's
conference in Hartford drew 150
people. On March 2 of this year,
250 people who call themselves
ambi-affectionate, androgynous,
asexual, bisexual, byke, gay,
gender blind, half _gay, bet, lesbian, and versatile came to the Old
Cambridge Baptist Church to explore the space ''somewhere between" and to develop new visions
of bisexuality. The conference was
organized by members of the
Boston Bisexual Women's and
Men's Networks. It brought people from all over New England,
to form their own networks, to
write a book, and to open the eyes
of people in the gay and straight
worlds so they can see us, not as
confused, not as swingers, but as
bisexual individuals.
Robyn Ochs pointed out 1n· her
keynote address that we share the
oppression of gay people in a
special way. We are often the
primary contact to the gay community for heterosexuals, yet we

cannot say to the boss who would
fire us, "Please, just reduce my
hours to half time. I'm only bisexual.'' We cannot say to the basher,
"Please, just beat me on one side.
I'm only half gay."
The morning workshops were
intended to build foundations. We
divided into affinity groups to
meet in safety with people like ourselves and to share common experiences. If you want a list, you
can work out all the combinations
of gender and gender preference,
and add in marital status, age,
ethnic background, and· one more
for potluck.
We started out with a powerful
technique, one which was used in
several workshops throughout the
day - partner exchange. No, we .
didn't swap partners; we turned to
a neighbor and shared our stories.
Now some people fall in love with
someone new every five seconds as .
they enter a bar; for me it just
takes five minutes of careful listening and being heard. (Oh yes, add

some. wild dancing - but that
came later.) Out of the partner ex. change came subjects for group
discussion. How can bi women
and men meet more often?
Doesn't "bisexual" connote the
sexual too much? Isn't everyone
really bisexual? How can we open
both our closet doors at once?
The issue of giving power in
relationships interested me most. I
disagreed sharply with the general
feeling that it was mostly an issue
in male-male relationships. In my
relationships with men, I feel free
to touch anywhere and anytime; I
can leave scars; I find it easier to
voice my feelings about how we
spend our time. With women I
tend to hold back and watch out
for relics of male privilege. How
patronizing! My discoveries about
myself in relation to men are
teaching me what I have been
denying of myself with women.

Continued on page I2

Assumptions and Prejudice
By Veneita Porter
The notion of privilege
fascinates me. In a societal sense
there are always those who have
privilege and those who do not. As
gays/lesbians, we have challenged
the idea of heterosexual prerogative, yet how often have we examined our own assumptions
toward others' sexuality.
Where does a bisexual person
find a safety zone in the sexual battlefield of the 1980s? The c~nference on· bisexuality held in
Cambridge last weekend brought
to light a myriad questions faced
by a commuI1ity in transition. Are
we bet-identified? Some · are.
There were elders with wives or
husbands, ' and children long
grown. There were same-sex
couples holding anxious hands
waiting for some enlightenment on
the subject. There were no two
alike in this group. Our stories are

different and so are our lives.
A sense of directio11 seemed ·to
evolve through the day-long process of the conference. The myths
L were disposed of: confused people
afraid to come out as real gays/lesbians. There is a basic need for all
surrounding communities to -be
educated, for people to start confronting the fact that there is often
a rather slender space between
assumption and prejudice. 1The
most difficult task I have faced
recently is my owri bisexuality,
coming out in the context of my
lesbian world. As gay/lesbian peopie we cannot afford to waste time
arguing about who is more oppressed.
The basic components of a
human relationship are person-toperson "input, output, electricity." The need for intimacy is
fundamental. Everyone willingly

admits that good things are hard to
find: people, time, sex. If unfettered, there is an inherent flexibility in bisexuality that shows great
promise for 'all communities concerned. Just as gays/lesbians' need
allies who are unafraid of their
lives, the same holds true for their
bisexual counterparts. Closets are
areas of confinement; double
ciosets, as exist for bisexuals, are
just as uncomfortable.
The conference as a whole was
successful; the organizers deserve
a great · deal of applause and
respect. Many of the workshop
leaders were experienced in reevaluation counseling, and I found
these structures too confining in
this particular setting. I'm looking
forward to seeing more people of
color: Most of all, though, I'm
simply looking forward to the
future.

Allies to Gay/Lesbian Liberation_
By Pam Mitchell
I attended the conference on
bisexuality as a lesbian ally to
bisexual people. (Gay and
heterosexual allies were welcome
at the conference, though in my
wanderings I found only a few
other lesbians and gay men, one or
two straight women, and no
straight men.) My reasons for being there were both political and
personal.
The event was co-sponsored by
the Boston Bisexual Women's
Network, a group a friend of mine
helped start. This friend provided
crucial support to me during a
crisis in my life, at a time when
many of my lesbian friends disappeared. At that time she honored
and trusted me enough to let me
see the considerable pain she had
experienced._ when she was forced
to choose between the women's
community and her bisexual identity, and her confusion as she
struggled to maintain her commitment to feminism and to gay
liberation without a sense of
belonging or support from any

community. When I see signs of a lesbian phase," or because ,they
growing bisexual community are still very connected to the
and particularly of a political women's community were
movement of bisexuals willing to aware of the need to acknowledge
identify themselves strongly with the heterosexual privilege t!iey do
the goals of gay and lesbian libera- enjoy when relating with men and
tion - I can't help but think of my also their debt to feminism. At the_
friend and feel profoundly moved same time, they expressed tremenand proud of her.
dous bitterness about the women's
Not everyone at this conference movement's intolerance and diswas like my friend: In fact one of trust of them.
the interesting things about the
It was hard hearing individual
participants is that no one seemed stories, both about the inhospitalito be like anyone else. Refreshing- .ty of the gay and lesbian movely, there seems to be no bisexual- ment to such close cousins and
clone "look" yet, and people about experiences with homodon't seem to have their raps . phobia parallel to · those of gay
down.
·
people. But the sense of newness .
The candor and the exploratory and the tremendous need of the
spirit of the discussions meant participants to talk to one another
dealing with some random non- reminded me of the feminist and
feminist and/or anti-gay remarks gay movements in earlier, more
from "less-conscious" par- . optimistic days : That enthusiasm
ticipants-, but for the most part and generation of new ideas could
other bisexuals responded to them be an asset to the gay and lesbian
very quickly. In particular, many movement, should we choose to
of the women - either because welcome it.
l
they had, as a couple of them
joked ironically, "gone through a

~

Brookli'ne
In the heart of
Coolidge Corner
a most unique offering. Spacious,
2-bedroom, 2 full
bath, condo in
building entered
into the National
Historic Register.
Lovely n<~tural
wood, vaulted
ceilings, arched
windows, deeded
parking. A condominium home
for entertaining
and creative
Jiving.

RE 734-8428

,,,p-

MARJORIE E.
. POSNER
33 ASHCROFT ST.
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
524-7565

GAYELLDW PAGES
INFORMING THE GAY COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
Accommodations, AA groups, bars, baths, bookstores. businesses. counselors. dentists. doctors , . hotels. lawyers. mail order, media, publications.,
organizations. religious groups, services, social
groups, switchboards, therapists. travel agents.
etc . etc.. etc.
(area codes & zip codes tool)

USA & CANADA $10.
NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY $3.50; includes
Manhattan bar notes & women's section.
SOUTHERN EDITION $3.50; Alabama , Arkansas,
N. & S Carolina. Florida. Georgia . Kansas, Kentucky. Louisiana . Mississippi, Missouri , New
Mexico. Oklahoma, Puerto Rico. Tennessee.
Texas. Virginia
NORTHEAST EDITION $3.50: Connecticut.
Delaware. District of Columbia, Maine. Maryland.
Massachusetts. New Hampsh ire. Ohio, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island. 'vermont. W. Virginia.
SPARTACUS INTERNATIONAL GAY GUIDE tor men
$20; The rest of the world: does not include USA or
Canada: ·men's coverage only
. Renaissance House, Box 292GCN Village Station,
NY, NY 10014 212-929-TT20. All books discreetly
by first class mail: yourname kept strictly confidential. To list a business or organization, or for further
information. send stamped self-addressed
business-size envelope. Please contact us fer
prices outside the USA. In Canada, order from Gla•d
Day Books, 648A Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario M4'1
2A6 416-961-4161 (check tor prices).
Ask us about Gayellow Pages on maUing labels!

DAVID L. COLLINS, C.L.U.
Insurance for all your needs
Orleans Shopping Plaza
E. Orleans, Mass. 02643

Suite 830
50 Congress Street
Boston, Mass. 02109

1·800-352-3185

Call Toll Free 1-800-3S2-318S

lb·. Jonathan ll. Stt·in
· (:hiropra(·tor
Treatment of: _Neck and shoulder pain,
, Headaches, Low back Rain, Bursitis, Acute
and Chronic Musculoskele_tal conditi'Jns
resulting from occupational stress and
nervous tension.
Evening and Saturday Appts. Available, 232-7200

375 Harvard St., Brookline, MA

WARD&LUND
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
John P. Ward, David R. Lund,
Janice Platner, Lynda Brack
•
•
•
•
•

Criminal Defense
Real Estate Transactions
Domestic Relations
Discrimination
Probate of Estates

•
•
•
•
•

Estate Planning
Business Representation
Refationship Agreements
Civil Litigation
General Practice of Law

483 Beacon Street, Suite 11 • Boston, MA 02115

REAL PAPER AWARDS
Best Auto Mechanic
J&S Automotive
277 Northampton Street
Boston

I

•'

It looks like a big commercial garage.
but there are all these weird little
things about it. Reggae music is
blasting away. signs for political and
union meetings are taped up. the
mechanic might be a woman. and
sometimes it's hard to find anyo ne in
charge . J & S has been ·soston·s hip•
pest_garage for years and years and

for the last few years, it's also been
the best. Even when I.hey didn't know
how 10 fix everyth ing . they never
cheated anybody or covered up. So.
over the years. they kept learn ing new
makes and new lechniques. and now
can repair about anything. Their
specialily is still the prepollution
equipment on Dodge Darts · and
Plymoulh Valianls . thpst; classics of
reliabil i ty . But they're ready for
anyth ing and did most of the work on
the antique vehicles for the movie
" The Br_inks Job ··

(Repnnted from Real Paper. "Best of Boston ." Fall. 1980)

BODY WORK TOO
J&S AUTOMOTIVE, 277 Northampton St.
One Block From Mass. Ave Busline
' 267-0300

~
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New Bisexual Pride

Continuedfrompage 11

March 8 - April 6
Every Fri. & Sat.
8 pm $7.00
Old Cambridge
Baptist Church
1151 Mass Ave
Cambridge

FEATURING: JOEY BRANDEN, JEAN GAUTHIER
ELLIOT PILSHAW, & ROBIN WHITE-PORTNOY

Arlington Street Church
CORNER OF BOYLSTON AND ARLINGTON STREETS
BOSTON (v

for info/reservations

call 661-7263

FRl. SAT., & SUN 8:00
~arch 15 thru April 28
1
,

(Except Easter Weekend)

Tickets:

FRI. & SAT. $8.00
SUN. $6.00

Have a Question?

BOSTON LESBIAN AND
GAY HOTLINE

Avai lable at GLAD DAY BOOKSTORE,
BOSTIX (at Quincy Market) , FREEDOM
CENTER STORE (355 Boylston), NEW
WORDS (Cambridge) , and
BODYWORKS (Cambridge)

6pm-llpm, Mon-Fri
(617) 426-9371

Information & reservations: 542-3622

-e"With hearts fortified. .. "
The Boston Gay Men's Cho~s

in concert with orchestra
featuring
The Testament of Freedom
by Randall Thompson
March 31, 1985 8 pm·
Jordan Hall at New England Conservat(?ry

Sign language interpreted
Tickets $10, \ 8, 6 available at
Concertcharge Jordan Hall
Bostix Glad Day
536-2412

group rates avajlable
\

The workshops after lunch were
more ambitious: first, a set of
dialogues with each other aimed at
developing new visions of ourselves and increasing our community; and then a set a workshops in which we faced outwards
both a personal and political level.
I found this part overbearingly
positive. Sometimes I felt that it
wouldn't ·be politically correct for
me to talk about how much I fear
losing one of my lovers, unless I
were ready to move off that fear.
But then again, the two groups I
chose to work in were discussing
getting the best of both worlds and
bisexual pride. I could just as well
have chosen to discuss the difficulties of relationships or the fear
of AIDS.
I remember two themes
dominating di~cussions: oppression by gays and lesbian myths.
Someone complain,e d, ''The bisexual community accepts the lesbian
and gay community with open

Baltimore

Continued from page 6
And Michael Mitchell said,
"The majority vote is often
wrong," as he cast the seventh yes.
Council President "Du" Burns,
who at the beginning ·o f the lobbying indicated support and willingness to work for the bill, cast
the first no vote.
Lesbian and gay activists who
worked for the bill cited
outrageously
homophobic
statements from councilors and
anti-gay community pressure as
causes for the bill's defeat. City
Councilor Mimi biPietro of the
First District announced that, "[A
priest] kissed a boy on the mouth
and put his tongue down his
throat. ... That's the kind of rights
they want."
Second District Councilor
Nathaniel McFadden said, "We
have as Black people attached

arms, so there is no reason why the
gay community shouldn't."
Others couldn't understand how
gays - who are always being told
they are promiscuous, or going
through a stage, or not living up to
their gender roles - can turn
around and try to peg those attitudes on us. Are you gay or
straight? The answer is not, "Yes,
a little of both.::_ The answer is,
"No!" No, and don't ask me to
explain myself when I switch from
masculine at one time to. feminine
at another. No, and don't presume
that I relate to everyone I meet on
a sexual basis.
The second area of disappointment with the gay community
focused on the disillusionments
women had had with the lesbian
ideal. One ~omen regretted that
there are certain things you can't
do because you are a lesbian.
Another resented lesbians who
considered her a terrible bet. But
there was· more anger around the

myth that women can't hurt
women, the assumption that all
lesbians must be feminists. How
can a lesbian turn out to be sexist
and racist? How can a woman sexually assault another woman?
I think that most women still
believe that women tend to be
more tender than men, but must
admit that some women can be less
tender than most men. I hope
some realize that some men can be
even more tender than most
women.
T,here were wonderful musical
performances and a dance after
the dinner break, but I can't
describe them any better than
Cassandra, the emcee, who introduced so many of them by saying
that themusic would have to speak
for itself. I leave you with an image. The image of the bisexual as a
fence-sitter. We don't have to fall
off the fence. If we all sit oh it, it
will collapse and stop bothering
you.

I
ourselves to too - many liberal
causes in an increasingly reactionary environment." McFadden
also said that passing a gay rights
bill would dilute the Black civil
rights movement.
- councilor Rikki Spector, also of
the Fifth District, had said two
months earlier that ''voting for the
gay rights bill would be e11dorsing
a third gender." ·
And Councilor Tim Murphy of
the Sixth District explained after
casting his no vote that ''there was
not a sufficient amount of
discrimination to warrant·the bill.
He. added, "No constituent of
mine has said that he was unhappy
with my vote."
Councilor Iris G. Reeves of the
Fifth. District was the only councilor, according to the Baltimore
Sun, who conceded she would

have voted yes, instead of no, if
she had felt free to vote her conscience.
"In terms of strategy, we made
no mistakes," said Mardie
Walker, an organizer for the coalition, although she expressed disappointment that only 30 gay men
and lesbians were present in Council Chambers for the vote .
On the brighter side, two media
monitoring groups have formed
here to educate the press on gay and
lesbian issues and to fight homophobia.
Activists said they will not try to
reintroduce legislation until a new
Council is elected in November.
Activists may also push Mayor
Schaefer to issue an exe_cutive
order banning discrimination.

at the Boston Shakespeare Company
52 St. Botolph Street
#

~"

* Lunchtime theatre
* And much ,much more !

Panels on playwrighting, directing,
design, and survival in the arts, with
More than 20 performing groups
from the U.S. and England, including Split Britches,Mischief
Mime, Kuumba, Narratives,
. Spiderwoman, Laura Sheppard,
and The New African Company.

Tina Packer ,Maxine Klein, Martha 1
Boesing, Judy Dearing, Carol
Durrand, Karen Malpede, and more.

Plus:
* A six-hour theatre marathon df
local performers
* Networking sessions

Tickets:
8:pm SHOW
LATENIGHT
PANEL DISCUSSION
-SUNDAY MARATHON
5:pm SHOW
FESTIVAL PASS

$ 8 - $ 12

$4
$5
$6

$6
$ 40

Available after MARCH 1 at.* BOSTIX * BOSTOij SHAKESPEARE CO.
* NEW WORDS* GLAD DAY* RED BOOK
*BODYWORKSGYM~OUT-OF-TOWN
* CONCERT CHARGE
For more information, call: 267 - 5630
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Produced in association with Allegra Productions, . Watermelon Studios, Women Theatre, and the New England Theatre Conference.
design by:Smdpipe- &lucational Assoc.- l:renda haywood
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Classifieds
PERSONALS
DEAR ADVERTISER
If race is not a crucial issue for you,
why put it in your ad? It is not a required
formula; GWM GWF are not necessary.
GM or GF would do as well.

1

MOUSIE MOUSIE WILDFLOWER
At 1 AM the telephone ,
ringing trembled to the bone
but nothing tragic made excuse
for such behavior, such abuse
of working people who must sleep
and therefore normal hours keep
I can't believe such thoughtlessness
and I like them ever less and less.
But let 's move on to brighter things
Everything sucks, everything stings
Everything angers everything bores
and nothing peace or joy restores
Everything hurts and everything's
wrong
and this miserable life seems much
too long
More of the same I would not cherish
so perhaps the time has come to
perish.
This is a damn -dark thoroughfare
hopeless, ugly full of care.
(35)
All my love, Porcupine.

HELP!
GCN's Features Dept is getting snowed
under. Spring's coming Help dig us out.
Typing, research, editing, filing, lay-out:
all sorts of tasks for all sorts of people .
Any day, almost any time. Call Loie
(c)
Hayes at 426-4469.
DISCRIMINATED AGAINST?
Have you been excluded from or carded
by a Boston area gay establishment
because of your color? Contact BWMT
thru the Lesbian & Gay Hot Line
(617)426-9371, 6pm-Midnight, Monday
(45)
thru Friday.
VIDEO CASSETTES FOR RENT
BY MAIL

FREE CATALOG ALL MALE CASTS
COLONIAL ENTERPRISES
PO BOX 10836 STAMFORD CT 06904
(37)
STRO'KE
TOGETHER!!
Into j/o, phone j/o or man-to-man action? The premier nationwide j/o club
with over 2,200 active members wants
you. Take things in hand, and write:
Men's World, Box 1616, L.A., CA 90078.
You can get off, stay healthy and heat
(39)
up your winter nights, easily.

SPANKING GIVE OR TAKE
GM 35 6'2" 175, gives bare ass spankings to guys up to 35. Color/race not important. I also enjoy being on the
receiving end. Hand, paddle, strap or
switch. Write me with your desires. All
(36)
answ. promptly. GCN Box 129.
-FF A-TOYS
Gd !king, 36 yr old , GWM !king for yng ,
non hairy, slim, p·assive into FF toys,
etc. Discreet. Describe self and in(36)
terests. GCN Box 130.

(617)-77 4-1254
GWM 24 6' husky blonde/blue gdlks sks GM 23-39 to build solid 1on1 inseparable relationship No 1 nites bars
or drugs Luv to cuddle hug & kiss Call
(36)
Michael at: 774-1254 be sincere.
Fat temmie dyke 30's, attrac, warm,
sensitive, romantic seeks woman for
comp/rel. A woman willing to take a
(37)
chance!!! GCN Box 124
CHERCHE DES FRANCAIS
Jeune Homo, 24 ans, beau, cherche
Homo Francais (ou Franchophone), non
seulement pour rel., mais pour rap. intellectuel. Tel., photo souhaite. Ecrire
(36)
journal, ref. GCN Box 125.
Active and attractive ·GF 30, seeks
friend to share movies, bikerides,
beach walks, long talks, ICA, an occaand lots of other
sional play pleasures . Intelligent + fun-loving sensualist preferred. Please write GCN
(36)
Box 126
N.S.F.A.
NORTH SHORE FUN ANYONE?
We are seeking gay women and men for
social group in N. Shore area. Informal,
personal, w/o drugs or hvy. alcohol.
Please respond with contact phone no.
or addfess to N.S.F.A? PO Box 1083,
(38)
Salem, MA 01970.
IT'S SPRING AND I WANT TO
FALL IN LOVE!!!
I live in NE Mass. I'm an energetic,,
honest, attractive LF in my early 40's
with a twinkle in my eye. I'm looking tor
a soul mate to share my inner as well as
outer journeys with. If your're in+ a nonsmoking,
terested
nonseparatist who has had therapy
change her life, write GCN Box 127
(36)
soon!
NATURE LOVING LESBIAN
Non-smoker athletic 30-40 BA/BS
desired tor frndshp poss rel by 36yr L
Lks music sports movies food modalc
walking in woods especially. GCN Box
(36)
128.
MUSIC FOR THE MASSES
Singer/Lyricist seeks feminist musician/composer to . perform with at
amateur nights and beyond. Folk, rock,
(35)
political/not. Cyndi 734-3599.

'

'

GM sks GM in teens or 20's tor corr.r:ianionship or relationship. I ani black,
wheelchair bound. Call after 4pm, let it
ring a bit, Randy at 787-2299 (be
(37)
discreet). Only serious calls.
GPW seeks lesbian artist to enrich my
life I am nonsmoking my passions in· cl ude travel sports dining music
theatre and someone soft warm and
romantic_ Lets reflect on these topics
over coffee at Cafe Pamplona. GCN
(35)
Box 116.
OUTRAGEOUS WOMEN
Nat'!. journal of woman-to-woman S/M .
Diverse, feminist quarterly of S/M fact,
fiction & photos. $11/yr. single issues
$3. Must state you are over 18. SASE for
info. P.O. Box 23, Somerville, MA 02143.
(44)

SPORTS
SOFTBALL + RUNNING
LF, new in town , seeks both running/jogging partners (in Central Square) +
pnd "advanced beginner" level softball
team to join. I'm into a combo of competition + fun . Call Laurie at 864-1466.

-

Serving all
New England

BALD IS BEAUTIFUL
GWM 42 muscular 6'2 " 175 good looks
hung , wants to receive head from built
hairy man . Bald ok . Your home
Boston/West Suburbs. GCN Box 121.
(35)
LF 24 looking for LF 22-30 into Jewish
Culture, women's music and challenging conversation. Must be intelligent,
thoughtful , fun-loving and serious.
Friends or relationship. GCN Box 122.
(35)
FREELANCE TYPESETTERS
Gay Community News' outside typesetting business lkng for a
few freelance typesetters. Exp. on
a Compugraphic 7500 a must. Nd people to help out next few months, poss
into summer. All ·outside work done on
Fridays, Saturdays, and MTWeves. If interested send letter and/or resume to
Nancy Wechsler, GCN, 167 Tremont St. ,
5th floor, Boston, MA. 02111. Please no
phone calls unless you have free(c)
lanced for us in the past.
JIM MET YOU AT THE METRO
1-27-85 I was staying at the Ritz. You
, wished me a safe trip Make contact and
send photo to: Martin Daffner 165
Washington Valley Roa_d, Warren NJ
(35)
07060.

•DEADLINE: Tuesday, noon.
All ads are prepaid.
No phone ads accepted.

----~
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ISection 2 I

ALUMNAE/I GROUPS

Head

Lines

(13/32)
D.O.B.
Suppt orgnztn for lesbians, 1151 Mass
Ave, Camb, Old · Bap Chr. Raps evry
Tues, Thurs 8pm. Special raps for 35 +;
parents; yngr wmn; baby bmrs; singles·;
coming-out; issue~ forum. All 8pm.
Mnthly events, outing club, library. Info:
661-3633. All women invited to par()
ticipate.

ORGANIZATIONS
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
COALITION FOR LESBIAN/GAY
Concerns. 4th national gathering June
25-27, Ames, Iowa. For membership, information or registration: UCCLGC, 18
(38)
N. College St , Athens, OH 45701.

,,. SEVENTH DAY AQVENTISTS
Gay is OK! SDA Kinship International,
Inc., since _1976, is a support group of
several hundred gay/lesbian Ad.ventists,' present and former, in local
chapters nationwide. Ask for brochure.
Box 1233-L, Los Angeles , CA 90078.
(49)
213-876-2'.)76.

MARCHING BAND
For lesbian/gay pride practises each
Tues 7:30pm YWCA rm 707, 140 Clarendon St Bos. Call Wayne 726-3161(day)
Mary Helen 875-4194, Greg 236-1641 .
(37)
RELIGIOUS?
I'm forming a national support group
for gays/lesbians of all faiths. For more
information and a free newsletter write:
Anita McDonald, 40 W. 22nd St.,
(36)
Jamestown, NY 14701 .

MOVERS
Julian Wright Moving Company
Exp, Rel, Lie & Ins
MDPU #24430
Tel 661-2958

NASHUA AREA GAYS meet on Mondays at 8:00 pm. For info write Nashua
Area Gays. PO Box 885. Nashua. NH
()
03060 .

BOSTON TRUCKING COMPANY
Gay owned business
Licensed and Insured MA DPU #25522
No job too big or too small
ul Mov~rs 641 -1234
Verx_ C~ref_

·· ;mmA

Poor Peoples Movers .
Licensed and Insured
MDPU 24184 We care
522-0826

WEARE

Gay And Lesbian -Atheists

Write to GALA for information and a
free copy of the GALA REVIEW, P.O.
Box 14142, San Francisco, CA 94114

PETS
FIND A HOME FOR MY CATS
Help find a home for my Bu and Vicki.
My lover and I are moving in together.
She's allergic to cats. They are 14
healthy affectionate Call 646-1992 .
(33,35)

PUBLICATIONS
MATRICES: A Lesbian-Fem i nist
Research Newsletter. $3/yr (3 issues). J.
Zita. Managing Editor. Women·s
Studies . 492 Ford Hall . LI.Minn .. Mpls.
(e 5<)
MN 55455.
JAMES WHITE REVIEW
A gay men 's literary quarterly publ.ishes
interviews Quentin Crisp Robert Patrick
Poets Ian You·ng Jim Holmes Antler
Steve Abbott Prose Richard Hall John
Gilgun new voices subscribe $6 a year
samp'le copy $2. PO Box 3356 Traffic
Station, Mpls, MN 55403 Submissions
weicome send SASE.

SPECIAL DELIVERY MOVERS
An Alternative Yet Professional
And Insured Service
Tel 491-6972

HETEROSEXISM, RACISM '
Sexism , anti-Semitism , multicultural
issues. Workshops by national cons u It ants for your organization
(municipal , professsional , political,
educational) or bus iness. Contact
Equity Institute in Amherst , MA at
(413)256-6902. Co-directors Carole Lannigan Johnson, J.D. , and Joan Lester,
(?)
Ed.D.

THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Serving the Gay Community
with professionalism and respect.
Very careful furniture movers.
Piano and Hoisting specialist.
Any time of day-any day of year.
No overtime charges 354-2184
MDPU Number 23733

N AMER MAN/BOY LOVE ASSOC
A ·support group for interger:erational
relationships. For more information
send $1 to: NAMBLA-GCNAD, PO Box
174, New York, NY 10018. l (v. 13, no.22)

From $18 I hr.

GAY LESBIAN AND JEWISH?
Am Tikva welcomes you. Activities include religious observances, discussions , potluck dinners, folk dancing ,
etc. For events, check GCN Calendar.
Call (617) 782-8894 or write PO Box 11,
Camb , MA 02238.

~ MAXI-VANS
• CARGO MASTER TRUCKf~
• HOMES • BUSINESSES
• 24 HOUR DELIVERY
• UC . and INS.

236-1848

CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Ad Copy

ISection -31

AD POLICY
Regulations

•The forwarding of an ad is understood as acceptance
of all the rates and conditions stated on this form .
GON reserves the right to revise or-reject. at its sole
discretion , any classified ar{vertisement on account of
its te x t or illustrations.
•No ads will be accepted without a full name, address
and telephone number, which will be kept strictly con fidential.
Errors and Omissions

The extent of GCN 's liability in the ,event of an error or
omission is space credit equal to that of the original
ad, provided that GCN is notified· of such error or
omission by the advertiser within ten days of the
original publication of the ad.

Bold Headlines:

Business

_ _ x 2.00

Non-Business _ _ x 1.00
Light Headlines:

Business

_ _ x 1.00

Non-Business ___ x
1st 4 Lines
Business
or part thereof:
Non-Business

.50
7.00

5.00

Additional Lines Business
_ _ x .75
_
Changes in Copy
There is a single $2.00 reset fee each time an
- - X .50
Non-Business
thereof:
part
or
ad is changed and a $.50 per line per week
charge if change increases length of ad.
Cancellations
There are no refunds for cancelled ads, but
space credit will be given .
Display (Boxed) Classifieds:
Re-runs
_ _ x 12.00
Col. inches or part thereof:
If you want to re-run an ad , please come to our
office or use the mail, not the phone. Please
(Add)
TOT AL for 1 Week
give us your full name, address and phone
number and either a clipping of the ad or the
Number of Weeks (Multiply)
category , date, volume and number of GCN in
which it ran, and a key phrase-headline,
SUBTOTAL
phone number, etc. Remember, the deadline is
Tuesday at noon .
Box Mail
DISCOUNTS: for 10-20
•Forwarding Boxes: $5.00 for 6 weeks.
10%
consecutive weeks
Mail forwarded at end of 3rd & 6th weeks.
•Pick-up Boxes: $2.00 for 6 weeks. Mail may be
15%
for 21-30 consec. wks.
picked up at GCN office Mon.-Fri. 10AM-6PM. Answering a Box Ad
20%
for 31 + consec. wks.
To respond to an ad with a GCN box number,
address replies to: GCN Classifieds Box
TOTAL FOR AD COPY
_ _ , 167 Tremont St. , 5th Floor, Boston, MA
02111.
D Pick-up Box: for 6 wks 2.00
Checking Copies and Tearsheets
Free checking copies are sent for each week a
display classified is run. If you require a tearD Forwarding Bx: 6wks. 5.00
sheet or checking copy for a line ad, please
send $1.00 per issue to cover cost of paper,
D Tearshts: #wks_x1 .00
postage & handling.

Use 1 unit for each letter, punctuation mark or space between words.
Print clearly. Ads will be returned if we can't read them.

Category:

Call Tony, 497-8282 .

(c)

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
GAY AND LESBIAN ALUM
A group has been formed to support the
Gay-Straight Allia[lce on campus · and
possibly other activ.ities. Those interested plesae contact Peter Prins 510
(36)
E 20th St New York, NY 10009.

ayLe,sbian
"EXCLUSIVELY"

LESBIANS
Are you Lesbian, Bisexual or unsure?
Looking tor a group to go to?
Come join us at BAGLY.

GUARDIAN : Independent radical newsweekly. Cove~s Gay, women and minority struggles, and international progressive movements. Special offer 4 issues FREE. Write Guardian Dept. GCN,
(ex)
33 W 17th St., NY NY 10011.

I IIIIIII IIII I IIII I

D Ckng copies: #wks __x1.

=

TOT AL ENCLOSED . . . . . . . .

=

D Please notify me two weeks before my ad runs out for
renewal.

Head

Lines

SPECIAL RATES FOR NON-PROFIT GAY ORGANIZATIONS
(No other discounts allowed if this option is chosen.)
$100 for one year (50 issues). Ad may have a maximum of one
bold or light headline and eight lines of copy.
·
D Payment in full enclosed.
D We prefer quarterly installments of $30, $30, $30, $10. Payment for first installment must accompany ad. GCN will bill
for balance.

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL CLASSIFIEDS.
Return this form and payment to GCN Classifieds,
167 Tremont St., 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02111.

I
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Classifieds
ROOMMATES

BELMONT
Prof L sks same fo.r 2 bdrm Belmont
apt. Back pch, pkng, block to buses, 10
mn to Hvd Sq. 260 + min alcohol cats
~)
ok no dogs 489-1345.

FURNISHED ROOMS
Furnished rooms for rent. $80 wkly. 2
(41)
weeks security. Call 723-5680.

GCN JOB OPENINGS
applicants for the
following positions:

GCN is seeking

DESIGN O.RECTOR:

Estab overall design of paper, oversee
prod ·nght, design or assign covers,
2 LF's looking for third to share newly
HOUSEMATES
cntrsp · artwrk/layout, monthly suppl
renovated 3 bdrm apt. Vegetarian, non- ·
graphics. Requires graphic design/art
BROOKLINE HILLS-VILLAGE T
smoker, who is neat. $300 per month .+
skills. Fam w/type specs, design/layout
utilities. Call Lynda or Deborah at 2 rms fr rent $250-450 incl util pk share
exp pref.
924-5035.
(36) kitch etc 4pers piano w/3LFs + 2 boys
Seek L 27 + to share 2 bdrm furnished 9 + 14. Spiritual Mozart. Ritual morns . APARTMENTS
All positions require commitment to
KIND LANDLORD SEEKS CONapt in Boston - close to T. Must be semi-veg cig-alc-drg free. Share chores
gay/leslilian liberation, feminism, social
SIDERATE SINGLE TENANT
neat, resp and independent. No smok- be neat mature open to beauty ligt feelchange, anti-racist politics, and collecfor lovely studio apt. N Dorchester two
ing/pets. $300/month. Avail mid May ings joy · quiet flowers peace. Gena
tive decision-making. Sal $150/wk + 3
(35) · blocks from Ashmont Sta. Two rms. +
thru mid August(negotiable). 536-0147. 566-1873.
wks pd vac, complete health/life ins.
(37)
bath + all util. Tenant should be clean,
CAMBRIDGE SUBLET
Resumes to Gordon Gottlieb, GCN, 167
quiet, + appreciate privacy. Apt. in new
1F + 1LF 27-37 seek 3rd F. Feminist
Tremont St, Boston, MA 02111. LesA/C,
W/D
in
cellar
for
use,
condition
+
semicoop.
No
cigs,
pets
$250
+
util.
bians/gay men of color particularly enProf GM, resp neat quiet nonsmkr
off st. parking 1 yr. lease $440. 566-4J93
(c)
couraged to apply.
(c)
seeks apt share situation . Mike Avail 4/15-8/15. Call 547-2645 eves.
Iv
message
1st
montb
rent
and
security
·
738-8709 before 9am after 7pm. Keep
SCENIC NEIGHBORHOOD
dep.
(37)
VIDEO COUNTER HELP
(36) 3 GM sk 4th GM to share house on
trying.
Full and part-time positions. Movie renHyde Park/Milton line, on T bus line nr
tals and equipment sales. Call or stop
Rte 128 quiet nghbd fireplace porch w/d
2 LF's seek 1 LF 27 + responsible, self
VACATION RENTAL
by for more ·info. Video Plus Porter
d/w large yard privacy own (:>edrm.
aware for supportive 4 bedrm house,
P-TOWN
RENTAL
Square Shopping Center Camb.
$295/mo inc ht + util. Call Bill
Brookline, near T. Min alcohol. We are
5 bdrm vy larg.e house w frpl &
354-7587.
(35)
361-6571, eves + wknds.
(35)
profess; int in pers/sprtl growth. Rent
cathedral ceil. Located in East End
(39)
226/mo + util . 232-908'9.
CAMB-PORT MIXED COOP Full-time office manager for Resist, a
atop wood, secluded hill•w view of town
BEAUTIFUL HOME
3 F (2 lsbn), 1 M, 1 p/t child, collective sk
& harbor. Avail May, Jun, 7/7-28, . foundation for the radical left. Min. 2
LF 30 seeks LFs 30 + to share warm
year commitment starting 5/85.
2 hsemts for lrg renvtd hse.·200 incl util. _ 8/17-9/2. Also winter wkends & wks.
supportive independent Newtonville
Demonstrated experience working with
Avail 3/15 and 4/1. We are neat,
(617)445-1981; 566-6505.
(36)
household Fireprace scr porch piano lg
grassroots organizations and proven
creative, warm, ages 23-30. Call
yard. Avail: 1 sunny bedroom. $200 +, 1
communication, writing and office
864-1466.
(c)
furnished bedroom + study $250 +
skills. Strong commitment to antiJOB SEARCH
Great neighborhood . Conv to Boston +
racist, feminist and anti-militarist
Intelligent
responsible
man
seeks
fullCamb No cigarettes or drugs. Call Irene
HOUSING WANTED
politics. Salary _14K plus benefits.
time job where I.can maintain my sanity
(35)
or Sherrard 965-0648.
Resume, cover letter and writing samNEW HOME NEEDED CAMB AREA
and sense of humor. Good driving and
ple to Resist, 38 Union Square, SomerWALK TO BEACH
Gay-identified, feminist, semi-prof, bi F
~im
O'Brien
at
people
skills.
Call
ville, MA 02143 by April 8th.
Pro L 30 seeks same 27 + for sunny 2 seeks a warm open pelitically aware
576-2114.
(35)
bdrm apt S. Shore. Wall< to beach. Look- semi-veg nonsmkg coop hshld .
ing for responsible person·. Friendly yet
Laughter good food important. (Who
AUDITIONS
independent. Call Anne (617)925-4431
me, idealistic?) Call Cindy 864-1466. (c)
JOB OPPORTUNITIES.
Actors wtd by art photog 4 staging
keep trying!
(35)
drama about gay issues 4 camera. No
People wanted for greenhouse work in
. SEEKING RMMT & APT
nudes. Strictly legit. Trade 4 head shots
Arlington. Must like gardening, willing·
GM 27 writer/rock musician seeks a
or $? Boston or; Prov. area. Resume,
and able to wdrk long hours. Do not
stable living situation. $300/month max
ROOMEZE
photo to Box 1551 RISO, 2 College St.,
mention GCN. Bill 646-0119
(36)
rent. Am frndly consid emotnly aware
Providence, RI 02903.
(35)
-LESBIAN/GAYsteady income. Not hvy partier Want 1-FEMINISTSOJOURNER AD REP
or 2 similar rmmt(s). Call 254-0880, not
Roommate Matching Service
Boston's feminist paper needs flt rep to
(35)· sell &~layout ads. Experience helpful;
after 10pm please.
TRAVEL AGENCIES
$15 fee
knowledge of Boston & enthusiasm
Confidentialitv Assured
crucial. 9-5 five days/week, salary,
GCNER NEEDS APT
CALL 641-3095
bonus, health· ins, paid vac. Call or
New news ed needs to move. If you
M-F 9-6/Sat 12-5
write ASAP: Sojourner, 143 Albany St,
know of any 2 bdrm apts in the SomerFOREX TRAVEL
(37)
Cambridge, MA 02139. 661-3567.
ville/Cambridge area please contact
' Phone 482-2900
INMAN SQUARE
Stephanie at 426-4469.
(c)
People to waiter jn small restaurant.
76 Arlington St.
Feminist faggot sks responsi'ble,
Flexible hours. Call at Downtown Cafe,
at Boston Park Plaza
pacifistic person to share the work and
288-4626.
reward of converting small dilapidated
SPACE FOR RENT
SOCIAL CHANGE JOBS
apt into home. Please call David at
Photographer wanted to rent studio
COMMUNITY JOBS, a nonprofit
628-0016 or 923-0082 anytime. THIS IS
space for dark room. Call 666-3395 rent
newspaper, lists progressive jobs and
NOT A SEX AD.
(c)
RESORTS
$150 incl all util.
(35)
internships nationwide that you can
believe in! · Jobs in women's rights,
CAMBRIDGE SUBLET
VERMONT GUESTHOUSE
OFFICE AVAILABLE
community organizing, the e·nviron1F + 1LF 27-37 seek 3rd F or LF for
Bed + Cont Bkfst for Lesbians and Gay
Small downtown office avail ·immed to
ment peace and more. Current listing
semicoop near Harvard Square. Sunny
Men in a country village house 2 hrs fr
non-profit org. Nice space. Very
$3.00. Community Jobs, Box 221, 1520
room in large apt, great porch. No cigs,
Bos. Yr-round . Nr lakes, hikes, skiing.
reasonable rent. Call Larry ASAP
16th , Street NW, Washington, DC,
pets $250+ util. Avail 4/15-8/15. Call
227-7335.
(c)
20036.
(x) _pave + Mike (802)348-7840.
547-2645 eves.
(c)
WATERTOWN APARTMENT

Bri- Comm & Hvd Aves on T- Furn
rms from 75/wk some w/p~iv bath. 2 mos
min stay w/4wks up front. Job & prior
landlord refs reqd. 277-6622.

BOSTON-AREA
GAY/LESBIAN
BUSINESS GUIDE

MOVERS

T-SHIRT PRINTING

'

BOSTON TRUCKING CO .
(617) 641-1234

ACCOMMODATIONS

COMMUNITY GRAPHIC
SERVICES
Anni Waterflow
17 Shepton St.
Dorchester, MA 02124
(617) 288-3106

DENTISTRY

OASIS GUEST HOUSE
22 Edgerly Rd.
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-2262

RESUMES

DR. RICHARD BANKHEAD
DR. PAUL GROIPEN
1259 Hyde Park Ave.
Hyde Park, MA 02136
(617) 364-5500-

AT YOUR SERVICE
634 Mass Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 547-7117

JOHN C. BARNA , D.M.D.
739 Bo'ylston St.
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 353-1500

LILLIAN GONZALEZ
Certified Public Accountant
160 State Street
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 523-1060

ACUPUNCTURE

FLORISTS

MEDICAL/COUNSELING

SEAN VARNUM
Suite 401678 Mass Ave .
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 576-2144
(617) 321-881 ~

REMEMBRANCES FLORAL
DESIGN
12 Mt. Auburn St.
Watertown Square, MA
02172
(617) 926-4289

TAPESTRY, Inc.
20 Sacramento St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-0248

CHIROPRACTORS

HOME REPAIRS

DR. EDWARD COHEN
-Brookline Family
Chiropractic Office
1330 Beacon St.
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 734-7744

GEORGE W. CASPER
47 Waldeck St.
Dorchester, MA 02124
(617) 288-3228

DR. JONATHAN D. STEIN
375 Harvard St.
Brookline, MA 02146
3 2-7200
(617) 2_

DAVID L. COLLINS, CLU
Suite 830
50 Congress St."
Boston, MA .02109
1-800-352-3185 .

DR. DAVID MOULTON
678 Mass Ave
Suite 405
Cambridge, MA 02139
864-1197
DR. JJ}.N RISING
418 Washington St.,
Suite 112
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 782-0267

AUDITING/TA~ES

FENWAY COMMUNITY
'HEALTH CENTER
16 Haviland St .
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-7573

-

JACK CEMPELLIN, M.S.
COUNSELING AND
HYPNOSIS
8 Woodbury Court
Salem , MA 01970
(617) 745-2939
FRANCIS GIAMBRONE ,
MA, COUNSELING
110 Orchard St.
Somerville, MA 02144
(617) 628-6988

LANDSCAPE DESIGN/
BUILD
ROGER WASHBURN
Ucensed Landscape
Architect
53 Hawthorne St.
Somerville, Ma. 02144"
(617) 776-6377

NORTH SHORE CMHC
°COUNSELING
47 Congress St.
Salem, MA 01970
(617) 7 44-5322

-

ACCOUNTING/BOOKKEEPING
ELECTROL'fSIS
Judy Feine't
678 Mass Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 497-2019

GYMS
---

SOUTH END GYM
46 Waltham St.
South End, Boston MA
_(617) 451-3514

AT YOUR SERVICE
634 Mass Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 547-7117

TAX PREPARATION
MARJORIE E. POSNER
33-Ashcroft St.
Jamaica Plaio, MA 02130
524-7565

SOUTHERN JAMAICA
PLAIN HEALTH CENTER
687 Centre St.
Jamaica Plain. MA 02130
(617) 522-5900

PLACE/HOTLINE AND
COUNSELING
32 Rutland St.
Boston, MA
(617) 267 -915Q_•
ALLAN SINGER, LICSW
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
Copley Square
Boston, MA 02116
'(617) 266-2240

COUNSELING
ASSOCIAT~S
23 East Main St.
Westboro, MA 0158:1
(617) 366-8576
MASS . BAY
COUNSELING ASSOC.
35 Huntington Ave. #331
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 353-0225
ARADIA COUNSELING
FOR WOMEN
520 Commonwealth Ave.
Kenmore Square
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 24 7-4861

THE NEXT STEP
Counseling and Training
Cambridge & Newton - Offices
(617) 491-6430

FOR A SLIMMER YOU!

Drop unwanted pounds with fun,
creative, beh mod. Proven program·:
Weight Wizards. 10-wk. class. $80. For
(39)
more info, call Shari 738-4432.
PORTRAITS!

Charcoal or pastel portraits. Drawn in
one sitting . Reasonably priced. Call
(617)876-273"2.
(35)
COUSELING-PSYCHOTHERAPY
For individuals or couples, long or short
term . Reasonable rates, sliding scale.
John Graves, 266-2069. Formerly 6
years with HCHS.
(35)
MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
COPLEY SQUARE
INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES
AND GROUP COUNSELING
ALCOHOL COUNSELING
HYPNOTHERAPY
SEX THERAPY
INSURANCE ACCEPTED

,

(61.7) 353-0225 for appt.
GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

Openings. Group focus is on intimacy,
gay identity, relationships. Individual
therapy also available. Sliding fee. Call
Francis Giambrone 628-6988.

REAL ESTATE
MARK THOMAS CO, LTD
Mark Zimmerman
Charles St.
Boston , MA 02114
(617) 227-2209

BOOKSTORES
GLAD DAY BOOKSTORE
43 Winter St.
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 542~0144

TRAVEL
FOREX TRAVEL
, 76 Arlington St :
Boston Park Plaza
482-2900
\
NOBSCOTT TRAVEL
AND SHUTTLE SERVICE
795 Water St.
Framingham, M~ 01701
(617) 877-2278
(617)235-2040

WOMEN
NEW WORDS BOOKSTORE
186 Hampshire St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 876-5310

BUDDY'S
New England Area
(603) 880-7625

-

WOMENCRAFTS, INC.
P.O. Box 190
373 Commercial St.
Provincetown, MA 02657

CAREER COUNSELING
PAULA HERRINGTON
(617) 628-9043

ILLUSTRATION/DESIGN

SERVICES

LITTLE BEAR AND COMPANY
(617) 296-1770

DATING SERVICES

Jean Vallon
P.O. Box 1853
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-3278
,

GABRIEL'S

Guest rooms iind apartments. Centrally
located. Hot tub, garden patio; cable tv,
coffee. 104 Bradford St. Provincetown,
MA 02657. Reservations: (617) 487-3232.
Open year round.

REMODELING

DR. STEPHEN GOLBURGH
Licensed Clinical
Psychologist
1330 Beacon St. #231
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 734-6996

A HOUSECALL
Jeanne M . Arnold, DPM
William A. Sandberg , DPM
(617) 396-7527

CHECK'ER OUT AT THE
CHECK'ER INN
Dbl rms, coffee by fireside, pkg, apts
also avail, 1 blk bay, open year round.
487-9029, 25 Winthrop St, P'town , MA
02657

· T.H.E. CONTRACTORS, INC. 36 Pirie St.
Chelsea, MA 02150
(617) 889-434 7

GAY AND LESBIAN
COUNSELINµ SERVICE
600 Washington St., Rm. 219
Boston, MA 02111
542-5188
DR. KENNETH H. ORTH
Psyctwtherapist
319 Mass ~Ave .·
Arlington, MA 02174
(617) 643-1112

PODIATRY

VISIT A WINTER WONDERLAND

In the heart of New Hampshire's White
Mountains, THE HIGHLANDS INN has
miles of x-country ski trails, ice skating,
snowshoeing. Downhill skiing and
sleigh rides nearby. Lovely rooms,
·private baths. GREAT MID-WEEK DISCOUNTS! Grace &- Judi, Innkeepers.
Box 118G Bethlehem, NH 03574,
(603)869-3978.
(33)

RACHAEL REALTY CO. INC .
318 Harvard St. #31
The Arcade Building
Brookline, MA 02146
277-0230

/

INSURANCE

.

CLfNICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATES
(617) 269-8382

BRINLEY VICTORIAN INN
Explore Newport but let us harbor you
with·warm + friendly service. romantic
Victorian ·decor, fresh flowers . cont.
brkft. (401)849-7645.
(13/1)

-

WOMEN'S BARS
SOMEWHERE/ELSE
295 Franklin St.
Boston, MA
423-7730
This guide provides a listing
of gay/lesbian owned, staffed ,
or supportive businesses and .
services. To have your business or service listed (for only
$100.00 per year) call 426-4469.

•

March 16
to
March 29
16 saturday .
Boston - Tom Wilson Weinberg's Ten Percent Revue musical theater with Joey
·Branden, Jean Gauthier, Elliot Pilshaw and
Robin White-Portnoy. Arlington Street
Church, 8PM. $8 , Fri. and Sat.; $6, Sun.
Continues through April 28. Info: 542-3622.
Cambridge - Sister of Fire, a play about the
British witch trials; Old Cambridge Baptist
Church, 1151 Mass . Ave. 8PM. $7 . Runs
Fri.-Sat. until April 6. Info: 661-7263.

"

Boston - Do Patent Leather Shoes Really
Reflect Up?,'' a musical comedy; Wilbur
Theatre, 246 Tremont St. 8PM .
$27.50-$15. Continues Tues.-Sat. 8PM,
Sun. 2PM & 7PM. Info: 423-4008.
Medford - "Solitude's Companions : Portraits of Rural Women," first of two-part
series; WMFO 9t.5 FM. 10AM-2PM.

Cambridge - Baby Boomers Rap;
Daughters of Bilitis, 1151 Mass. Ave., Old
Cambridge Baptist Church. 8PM. $1. Info:
661-3633.
Boston - ''The Health Concerns of Bisexual
Women," with Linette Liebling, Health
Educator for the AIDS Action Committee;
Somewhere Else, 295 Franklin St. 7PM . All
women welcome. Info: BBWN, PO Box; 1534,
Jamaica Plain, 02130.
Boston - Police/Community Panel Meeting;
The Towers, 140 Bay State Rd. 7PM. All
welcome . Info: 247-4457

Cambridge - In the Name of the People,
Boston-area premiere of new film about El
Salvador; Cambridge YWCA, 7 Temple St.,
Central Sq. 7:30PM. $2.175. Also Sat. and
Sun. Info: Angry Arts, 522-1058.

Notes
spring theater excitement

Boston's spring theater season is
looking more exciting, and varied, than
23 saturday
usuql this year. The big cultural news
this
time around is ART's production of
Boston - . '' Substance- Abuse in the Gay
Community,'' discussion with Greater Robert WUson's the CIVIL wars at the
Boston Gay Men's Association; St. John the Loeb in Cambridge. A three-hour, multimedia performance piece, the CIVIL
Evangelist, 33 Bowdoin St. , Beacon Hill. All
wars is a non-linear, non-narrative colwelcome. Please bring food or drink. 8PM.
lagelniontage series of images which
Boston
Ten
Percent
Revue
benefit
for
the
are
at once both perplexing and exCa,mbridge - Open discussion group AIDS Action Committee . Arlington Street citing and breathtaking. Personal
.topic "Anger"; Women's Center, 46 Plea- '
Church . 8PM . _$10 at the AAC office. Info: response suggests any number of intersa_
nt St., Central Sq. 8PM. AIIJAJelcome.
536~7733.
pretations, but the one, that was most
' clear, to me, was that it was a reflective
meditation on the decline and fall of
patriarchy in both the social and family
_24 ~unday
structures. Others might think otherBoston - Welcome-to-Spring Bike Ride with wise, but whatever it is, it's great. (Call
Chiltern Mt . Club. 10-15 miles, generally the Loeb box office for times and
FIFTEEN YE!\RS OF
flat. Meet at Boston Public Library at noon. . p~ices: 547-8300.)
Cl~( & LESBlA/\J PRIDE
BOSTON 1985

'J.

Into: Bob, 266-3812 .
ZQrba which opened several weeks
Cambridge - Red Hearts monthly potluck ago is still loitering about town. A
brunch for leftward-leaning gay-men. . showpiece for Anthony Quinn, the
10AM-1PM. Bring food. Info : Elliot, show is a mushy rehash of the original
. novel, as 'well as an inept retelling of
868-0006 or Georqe , 547-2120.
the sentimental movie. With the excep-

Boston - Seventh-day Adventist discus- tion of some cute men in the chorus
Brighton - Photographs of Nicaragua by 21 thursday
sion : '· Homosexuality from a Seventh-day there is almost nothing of interest here.
Zoe Ann Perry ; 40 Academy Hill ~d . ConAdventist clergyman 's perspective ,·' Info: More than anything else, it is a monutinuing till 3/31 . Info : 782-6032.
Boston - Lesbian & Gay Pride Committee Dave, 1-668-8534 or Alan. 1-365-5636.
ment to what now passes for first-rate,
Ashland - Tri-county Association social at meeting; Hill House on Joy St, 7PM · All Jamaica Plain - JP Lesbian & Gay Neigh- top-scale Broadway musicals. (At the
Bob's. 8PM . Info: 879-7527.
welcome. Info: 889 -4777 or P.O. Box 8916 , bors potluck dinner, bring food and non- Shubert, 426--4520).
Boston. 02114.
.
alcoholic drink; First Church Hall, Eliot &
With one hit and one dud there is still
Boston - Gay Commumty News always · Centre Sts 4PM-7PM - Info : 522-3894 or
plenty more up and coming. The New
needs help on production night when 1 524-7044 ·
·
Ehrlich is presenting Moliere's
articles are proofread and pasted up. If
·
.17sunday
scathing-attack on hypocrisy The Misyou've
done
proofreading
or
layout
and
South End - St . Patrick's Day Bike Ride,
anthrope beginning March 6, through
sponsored by Chiltern Mtn . Club. 10-15mile would like to volunteer, stop by 167 TreApril 6 (482-6316). And beginning April
mont St. 5th Floor (5-8pm for proofing,
ride. Info: Bob, 266-3812 or Cindy,
25 monday
_
17 they will be reviving Mart Crowley's
7:30-11pm
for
layout).
Come
help
out
GCN
491-4612.
Cambridge - Black & White Men Together: loved and hated Boys in the Band, with
and read tomorrow's news today .
·
a few new surprises for.this production.
Cambridge - Celebration and talk with Hilda Cambridge _ Marea Gordett, author of "Resisting Racism Discussion Group."
Sex is also the topic of a new musical
8PM
.
Info:
536-1160.
th
Scott, author of Working Your Way to e Freeze Tag, to read her poetry; Building 4,
coming to the Wilbur and playing
Bottom: The Feminization of Poverty; New_ R 270 MIT 8PM F
through April 21: Do Black Patent
Words Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St.
~·
·
·
· ree ·
Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up? Set in
2-4PM. Free. Info: 742-5867.
·cambridge - Drop-in discussion g"roup fore 26 tu es day
Catholic schools circa 1965, the
women with incest histories - topic '' Conmusical deals with the pros ahd prohiCambridge
Younger
Lesbians,
22
and
Watertown - GLOW, Gays & Lesbians of frontation"; Women's Center, 46 Pleasant
under meeting; Daughters of Bilitis, 1151 . bitions of sex an'd everything you
Watertown, potluck dinner and meeting . st. 7:30-9:30PM. Info: 492-18'18.
weren't supposed to know about.
6PM. Info: 926-5371 or 923-2065 evenings Boston _ "The Macho Mystique," a Mass. Ave., Old Cambridge Baptist Church. (423-4008)
8PM. $1. Newcomers welcome. Info:
before 9PM ·
workshop by sociologist Craig Lambert;
661-3633.
The Provincetown Theater Company
Somerville - Women's book discussion Boston Film/Video Foundation, 1126
will be presenting A THu.rber Carnival,
group open to new members; this week: Boylston St. 8PM. $10. Info: 536-1540.
based on the New Yorker stories of
The Women of Brewster Place by Gloria Cambridge _ women's School registration, 27 wednesday
James Thurber. The production will
Naylor. 4PM. Info: Nancy, 489-3601, or Liz, 46 Pleasant St., Central Sq. 6-8PM, also Fri . Boston - Gala Opening of the Women's begin on March 2,8 and play until April
666-0350,and 1-3PM Sat. Info: 354-880l.
Theater Festival. Continuing through~Sun. 14 at the Provincetown Arts AssociaBoston --·-"Access to Justice: Women InTonight : Kuumba from Baltimore. 7:30PM. tion Museum building. (487-2695)
carcerated,,'' sponsored by Women's 22 friday At Boston Shakespeare Co. 52 St. Botolph
Boston's own Lyric Stage will be preTheological Center. Info: 277-1330.
~St. Info: 267-5600.
senting French Without Tears beginning March 20 through April 21. Written
Cambridge - Women's School registration Boston-:- GCN VOLUNTEER NIGHT!!! Come
. help send out the paper to our subscribers.
by the underrated, and homosexual,
for women needing physical assistance.
Refreshments and good times. Come anyTerrence
Rattigan, this comedy of sex
4- 7PM, also 3/ 19 . 46 Pleasant St . Central
time after 6PM to 167 Tremont Street, 5th
and manners is rarely presented. A
Sq. Info: 354-8807 .
Floor {near Boylston and Park Street "T"
must for anyone interested in this chapstops). If the door is locked, buzz us on the
ter of British genteel drama. (742-8703)
GCN intercom located outside the front door.
19 tuesday
And finally the Merrimack Repertory
Boston - Opening reception: "Girls Just
Theater in Lowell will be producing Lor- Back Bay _. _Police/Commun~ty Panel Wanna Make Art," painting, installation &
raine Hansbury's moving A Raisin in
Me~ting; Fisher Junior College Auditorium, collage by Wendy Bergman, Maureen Ganthe Sun beginning March 22 through
116 Beacon St. 7PM. Info: 247-4457.
non, MB Hermans, Joanne Hetherington, &
April 7. When it was produced in 1959,
Cambridge - "Intervention in Vietnam and Mary Traynor; Fort Point Gallery, 249 A
Raisin changed both the image of
Central America: Parallels and Differences,'' Street. Exhibit continues until April 12. ·
Blacks on Broadway, and the Broadway
talk by Noam 'chomsky; Harvard University, Bostori - Shabbat Torah Service and Oneg
stage •itself. (For more information on
Emerson 105. 7:30PM. $2 . Info: CASA, with Am Tikva. Hill House, Beacon Hill.
Hansbury, check out her letters to the
492-8699.
lesbian Ladder that are reprinted in
8PM. Info: 782-8894.
.
Jonathan Katz's Gay American
Boston - Rainbow Coalition Lesbian & Gay Cambridge - Ruggles, Doft and Walton in
History.) A good chance to see a great
Constituency general meeting. 7:30PM. In- · concert at the Modern Times Cafe, 134
play._(454-3926)
fo: Michelle, 776-4514.
Hampshire St., Inman Sq. Info: 354-8371 .
- Michael Branski

20 wednesday
Worcester - Kevin Cathcart will speak on
gay civil rights; Dana Commons, Clark
University. 8PM. Directions: 793-7431'.
Cambridge - Spring Equinox with Amethyst
Women. Old Cambridge Baptist Church.
7:30PM. Bring salad/bread/dessert. Main
dish , live dance band & childcare provided.
$3 more/less .

Provincetown - Wonderful Hands Open
House to celebrate the second annual body
awareness day; Wonderful Hands, 290A
Commerc.ial St. 6-8PM. Info: 487-0555.
Boston .:.... Debra Wise, Jeffe Steele & David
Perrigo present performance sketches of
Nrcaragua; ICA, 955 Boy[ston St. Info:
266-5152 .
.

Spllt Britches, see March 27

29 friday

Cambridge - "Strange Bedfellows:
. Feminists, the Right and Anti-Pornography;
Waltham - June Jordan to speak; Sch~artz by Lisa Duggan. MIT Room 9-150, 105
Auditorium at Brandeis University. 7:30PM. Mass . Ave . 8PM. Free. Info: Black Rose
$3 , $2.50 students. Info: 647-2181.
Forum , 547-5513.
·

. , .The GCN weekly calendar includes events in
the Boston area of interest to the lesbian and gay
community. We try not to leave anything out but
remember, we depend on you to keep us
informed. Let us know as early as possible what
your group is planning.
.
The deadline is Friday noon for the following
issue. Just send the information to GCN
Calendar, 167 Tremont Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, ·
MA 02111.

Calendar compiled by Miranda Kolbe
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